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We welcome updates from alumni for Bridgewater magazine. Please fill
out this form and return as soon as possible. Our readers are eager to know
about your activities, career news, family news, and other significant activi-
ties. Thanks for letting us publish your news.
Name: _
Class Year: _
Mailing Address: (if this is a change of address, please check this box 0)
Telephone: _
Internet (e-mail) address: _
Your News: _
• People have been inquiring how to get in touch with old friends with whom
they've lost contact. Why not try to "reach out and touch someone" in the
class notes section? We welcome your small personal messages along the lines
of "Jane Doe, '84, would like to know how John Smith, '86, is doing." Send it
to us and we'll print it!
E-MAIL us your class news!












A Publication for Alumni, Parents, and Friends of Bridgewater State College
On the cover: The cream of the crop
of BSC students arose early one fine
spring morning to celebrate their
achievements. From top-ranked to
hardest working to most involved,
the 10 students featured in
"Bridgewater's Best" on pages 3-9
share the secrets of their success.
Bridgewater Magazine staff:
Editor: Marie Murphy, 86, assistant
director of public affairs
Editorial Board: Dr. Richard Cost,
vice president for institutional
advancement; Eva Gaffney, director
of public affairs; Mary Tiernan,
director of alumni relations; and
David Wilson, '71, assistant to the
vice president for institutional
advancement
Contributors: Marie Dennehy, '93;
Linda Balzotti, Craig Borges, Paul
Kandarian
Photography: D. Confar, Kindra
Clineff, Marie Dennehy, David
Wilson, Craig Borges, Ca-rie Photog-
raphy, Pat Connolly, Galaxy Studio








e-mail class notes to:
classnotes@bridgew.edu
Bridgewater is published three
times per year for the information
and reading pleasure of Bridgewater
State College alumni, faculty,
students, staff, parents and friends
of the college.
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•President's Message
Dear Alumni and Friends,
1e focus of this issue is on our students and how proud we are of
their accomplishments. I know you will be as pleased as I am when you
read how their academic and extracurricular lives are enriched in so many
important ways by the faculty who teach them and encourage their
development, by the staff who help support them and by the quality and
variety of learning resources made available to them.
These stories. and profiles reinforce in me the conviction that
Bridgewater is a very special place, full of opportunities for significant
personal and professional growth for all who come to study here. In the
academic year just concluded, in which so many other positive events
occurred, the good news about student initiative and achievement is
indeed worthy of the front cover treatment it is accorded in this edition of
Bridgewater.
And there is more good news about the college that we want you to know about. For example:
• 1997-1998 marked the first full academic year for the college's new School of Management and Aviation
Science, which joined the existing School of Arts and Sciences and the School of Education and Allied Studies.
More than 1,200 undergraduates are enrolled in the School's departments of Management Science, Finance
and Accounting and Aviation Science, and we expect future growth in all of these disciplines;
• The opening of classes last fall coincided with the coming of the MBTA to this region of the state, and the
commuter rail station for Bridgewater is right in the middle of our campus. All together, the MBTA made
more than $6 million in improvements on and near the campus in preparation for the "New Old Colony
Line," including a $1 million underpass that connects the two halves of our campus for the first time in
history. Twelve round-trips each day are available between here and Boston;
• The college has received authorization to begin planning for a $16 million, 75,000 square foot athletic
complex. The new facility, complete with a 6,OOO-seat arena, fitness center, and other features, is scheduled to
break ground for construction in approximately 15 months;
• At the fifth annual Chairmen's Dinner held this spring, as profiled on the back cover of this magazine,
Terry Hart Cogan, class of 1951, chairperson of the Annual Fund campaign, announced she will donate $1
million to the college's endowment over the next three years. This is an extraordinary act of generosity on her
part - this is the second million dollar gift she has made to the college (the first was in 1990) - and this latest
gift is a challenge grant to all alumni and friends, because she will match dollar-for-dollar donations to the
Annual Fund up to the $1 million pledge. This, together with the Public Higher Education Endowment
Incentive Program sponsored by the Commonwealth, which matches $1 for every $2 given by alumni and
friends, means that the Annual Fund will receive $3 for every $1 donated to the fund starting in September.
For all of the above reasons, I think the future of this college looks very bright and promising. I thank all of you







group work is important, and I
know what it means to be a member
and a leader of a group," she said. "1
feel confident that my experiences
here at Bridgewater have thor-




They're simply the best
Involvement ... commitment ... opportunity ... success
These words are repeated time and time again across the pages that follow as
Bridgewater magazine takes a closer look at some of the top students at the college.
From seniors who graduated in May to students who work their way through college to
those who take advantage of the many opportunities offered across campus, we have
found they all share a commitment to achieving excellence.
Students photographed on the cover were invited to participate based on honors and
recognition they received in the spring. They include Freshmen Dean's List, the 1998 Who's
Who Among American Students in Universities and Colleges, Student Employees of the
Year, Presidential Scholars, Rose Scholars, McNair Scholars, Honors Program, Shea
Scholars, Tsongas Scholars and scholarship recipients recognized during Honors Day.
In all, 230 letters were sent by the Office of Public Affairs to students who received
recognition asking them to participate in the photo session. More than 110 students turned
out for the April 22 event at 7:30 in the morning staged on the Boyden Hall Quadrangle.
The photograph on the cover is just one image taken that day expressly for this issue.
Other images will be presented in future advertising campaigns and marketing material
for Bridgewater State College as we seek to promote positive student success stories
across our campus.
Oxford program propels student to seek new learning experiences
Melissa Begley credits her continued to seek new learning ~
Bridgewater-at-Oxford experience experiences. She has been active in ~
with changing her whole outlook on the Honors Program, is a member of
college life. The program brings a the Gamma Sigma Fraternity, an all
group of BSC students to Oxford Greek honor society, and a member
University in England for a summer of the Gamma Phi Beta Sorority. She
session. "It was a wonderful way to has interned with the HIV/ AIDS
help me grow," she said. "1 was Task Force, was involved in the
immersed in a completely new Public Relations Association, and
environment, learning about a served as an Admissions tour guide.
different teaching style, but because Melissa said for students to
I was with people from Bridgewater, make the most out of their college
I felt comfortable." experiences, they must get involved.
The program continued to have "You get to network, to meet
an effect on her when she returned. different types of people that you
"Participating in an international would not normally have had the
program gave me more confidence chance to get to know," she said.
in myself," she said. "1 learned that if "Don't sit back and watch - you'll
I could go to another country by regret it."
myself and live there, then I could And being involved in such a
certainly handle anything that came variety of groups and organizations
along at BSC" has also added to Melissa's career
Back at Bridgewater, Melissa preparation. "In the business world,
•
Enthusiasm, sense of purpose helps bring it all together
When he was in high school, whole experience was the equivalent
Paul Grabianowski was, what he to taking two or three classes."
euphemistically calls, a less-than- As a tutor in the Writing Center,
enthusiastic student. In fact, when Paul helped students to identify
graduation time came, Paul "just patterns of errors and also to
managed to squeak by." develop their strengths. He has been
But he has more than made up a participant in the English Honors
for his high school lack of enthusi- Program, a member of the Honors
asm by his dedication to college Committee, and studied in England
endeavors. through the Manchester Metropoli-
His motivation was evident tan Exchange Program.
when he was chosen for the presti- The Leadership Institute pro-
gious Shea Scholars Program. Only , vided Paul with some valuable life
d Paul Grabianowski 1two stu ents are selected annually essons. "I learned that it's OK to
for this program, which provides an as well as Dickinson's amazing have fun," he said, "but you must
opportunity for in-depth research insights," he said. '1t was really find a balance to get the most out of
work. fascinating how everything came the college experience."
Paul's interest had been piqued together - science, English and In addition, he said freshmen
by previous classwork in the insight philosophy." sometimes see college as only a
into the brain and consciousness in Paul took a lot away with him means to an end rather than a way
the poetry of Emily Dickinson. from the experience, but what he to learn about themselves and the
Through the Shea Scholars Program, feels was most beneficial was the world. "You need to put yourself in
he was able to spend a summer opportunity to work one-on-one the center in college," he said. "Your
researching his theory and writing a with a professor. "Dr. Leslie Angel objective should be to be a different
95-page thesis. "I was able to explore was incredibly supportive and person at the end of your four
modern theories and neuroscience, helpful," he said. "I believe that the years."
Bridgewater's Best
Leadership Institute urges student to experience it all
Sara Earle had no idea what she An active member of the college
wanted to major in as a BSC fresh- community, Sara has earned many
man, but she was certain it was not honors including the Student
education. Her mother is a teacher Leadership Award, the
and Sara wanted to do something Bridgewater's Best recognition, and a
different. nomination for the Pope Award.
But during her second semester She has been a member of the
of freshman year, Sara volunteered . Program Committee and an orienta-
for the Children's Physical Develop- tion leader and has participated in
mental Clinic and "fell in love." Habitat for Humanity and Special
Right after she started at the Clinic, Olympics.
she said to herself, "This is where How has she managed to find the
I'm supposed to be. This is going to time to participate in so many
be my life's work." She has stayed as programs, yet still maintain a dean's
a volunteer for the clinic through 7 list average? "The Leadership
semesters. Institute experience really made an
With a double major in special impact on me," she said. "In addition
education and art, Sara hopes to to facilitation and leadership skills,
teach children in a public school the time management segment was
setting. She is interested in helping especially useful. The techniques that
to mainstream special needs chil- I learned helped me to decide what
dren into regular classes. was more important."
Sara Earle
Sara said students who don't get
involved in campus life are missing
out on the whole college experience.
"Getting involved means meeting
new people and hearing other
points of view," she said. "It's the
best way to open you up to new
ideas, which is the way we learn.





On May 16, he received a degree
in history and the following Mon-
day he began working for American
Express Financial Advisors in
Braintree. "School will not be ending
for me quite yet. Following gradua-
tion, I start preparing for my
securities license exams."
Arthur spent a majority of last
summer traveling from his home on
the Cape to campus to prepare for
the upcoming school year.
"I could have been on the beach
having a good time, but there were
things that had to be done. That's
what leadership is all about," he
said. "To accomplish a goal, you
have to work hard and make
sacrifices."
Arthur lives by four principles
taught to him by his late father.
They are honesty, dedication,
loyalty and service. Any other
recognition he receives because of
his work is not important.
"I don't want to be in the paper
or have my picture taken. I have
learned to accept that attention
comes with the job. My focus is to
contribute to society, not to build a
resume," he said.
Honesty, dedication, loyalty, service build cornerstone
Don't complain ... get involved.
These words have shaped Arthur
Cox's college experience. Instead of
criticizing others, he took an active
role to improve campus life for all
students at Bridgewater State College.
"I didn't want to be a person who
complains and doesn't help to correct·
the situation. I wanted to be involved
in the decision making process,"
Arthur said.
As president of the Student
Government Association, Arthur
represents the 8,500 members of the
student body at the college. He is the
liaison between the student body and
the college administration.
"Being president is not about a
title or office space. A great deal of
time goes into the position that people
don't realize. Student government
officers work extremely hard," he
said.
Chad DaGraca
thing is the way it appears," he said.
Chad has some advice for this
fall's incoming freshman. "Take
advantage of all the opportunities
available to you at Bridgewater State
College. Get involved. You won't be
sorry."
Gamma, Circle K, and Ultimate
Frisbee. But his greatest learning
experience came during the two
years he served as the student
trustee to the college's Board of
Trustees.
"It was intimidating, at first, to
be in a room with so many success-
ful people. Once I got to know
everyone, I became very comfort-
able. They respected and sought out
my opinion. It was a tremendous
growth experience," Chad said.
The one issue that took up
greatest amount of time during
Chad's term was development of a
campus-wide alcohol policy. It was
an eye-opening experience.
"I learned that correcting a
situation may seem simple at first,
but you have to look at the whole
scope of the problem and you can't
make quick decisions. Not every-
Student trustee takes advantage of every opportunity offered
Chad DaGraca knows exactly
where he's going in September - to
work. His career in finance begins as
a staff accountant with O'Connor
and Drew in Quincy.
"O'Connor and Drew has hired
Bridgewater State College graduates
in the past and have been pleased
with the results. The School of
Management and Aviation Science
deserves the credit for this," said
Chad.
While at Bridgewater, Chad's
career goals changed several times.
The one constant was his desire to
participate in college life. "From the
first day I arrived, I wanted to get
involved," he said. "I didn't want to
finish college regretting that I didn't
take advantage of every opportu-
nity possible."
Chad has a lengthy list of
activities that includes Sigma Tau
can be addressed," he said.
Robert's interests took him off
campus as well. In the spring, he
used the commuter rail every
Tuesday and Thursday to commute
to his internship in State Senator
Marc Pacheco's office.
"Through Senator Pacheco's
office, I had an opportunity to be
part of the advance team for Vice
President Gore's visit to New
Hampshire," said Hare. "1 worked
with the Secret Service and rode in
the motorcade. It was fantastic."
Robert, in addition to classes and
activities, worked 28 hours a week at
Coating System Design in Lakeville.
"1 started as a lab technician with
Coating System four years ago. The
last two years I have been designing
training seminars for them," he said.
Robert, a communications major
who graduated in May, will com-•
Bridgewater's Best
sse grad lived powerful five-year plan of action
Robert Hare was a man with a
plan. As an incoming freshman, he
knew it would take him five years to
complete his studies because there
was so much he wanted do.
"1 wanted to participate in
campus activities and I needed to
work to help with my educational
expenses. I knew potential employ-
ers would be looking at my educa-
tional accomplishments and my
practical experience," said Robert.
He is the founder of the college's
Interfraternity Council. The IFC,
established in 1997, is a nationally
recognized Greek government. The
members are a representative voice
to the administration on Greek life
issues.
"There is strong bond between
fraternity and sorority members. We
encourage anyone who encounters
any problems to let us know so they
Robert Hare
plete some work for the company
before pursuing other opportunities.
Change is never easy, but Robert
is looking forward to the future and
knows his college experience will be
with him for years to come. "My
parents, along with Bridgewater
State College, have made me who I
am."
Kathleen Kelly
schedule of 20 hours a week during
school and full-time during breaks
and summer vacation.
"1 was very surprised that I
won," Kate said of the honor. "I'm
just doing what I have to do. I need
to work to keep my car to get to
school and to pay bills."
Working for an education helps build responsibility
Kathleen Kelly of Brockton has said Melissa Grabau, staff assistant
always known responsibility. in the Student Employment Center/
As the oldest of four children in Work Study.
a single-parent family, Kate has been "Kate has shown growth both
responsible for helping her mother, socially and work related," said Ms.
Karen, care for her three siblings for Grabau. "She has taken over more
the past 15 years. and more. In fact, the staff at Student
"My mother instilled it," Kate Records and Registration said they
says rather matter-of-factly about have never seen a student like her
her aptitude for responsibility. 'We who takes on that level of responsi-
all have it. My brother was named bility."
manager of a store when he was 19 "I've learned to be a diligent
years old." worker, to do your job and get it
Kate's propensity for responsi- done," said Kate of her work-related
bility led to her selection as a experience at BSC. "1 had a problem
Bridgewater State College Student with procrastination, but I've
Employee of the Year for 1998, a title learned not to procrastinate. You
she holds with two other students. have to be nice to people while
Employed in the office of doing your job, too."
Student Records and Registration A biology and chemistry major
for the past 21/2 years, Kate was who hopes to enter the field of
selected from a deep field of nomi- research, Kate is scheduled to
nees from the 1,300 students in- graduate next spring. Until then, she
volved in work study on campus, will continue her vigorous work
I
IBridgewater's Best
Volunteer work plays large role on this college experience
.1
~uI Dalessio of Kingston is a
member of the class of 1999 with a
major in communication studies and
a minor in public relations who has
led an extraordinarily active life as a
Bridgewater student.
Paul is president of the Program
Committee, production manager at
the campus radio station, WBIM, and
founder of the college's "ultimate
frisbee" team, and he is also a
member of Lambda Eta Pi, the
national communication honor
society. In addition to all of this, Paul
is a graduate of the college's Leader-
ship Institute, a member of the
Student Leadership Council, and has
been a volunteer with Habitat for
Humanity.
He has journeyed twice to Florida
to help build houses for the needy -
one year, his team built three houses
in five days. "If more students were
as involved as he is, college life
would be so much more of a
learning experience," writes Eric
LePage, who interviewed Paul as
part of a class project. "Paul has the
confidenceto kno"Y he's going to
succeed in the world and he says he
owes much of who he is today to his
involvement in BSC activities."
Next fall he will head to Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, where he will
begin an internship with Chaffee &
Partners, which he describes as a
"cutting edge public relations firm
with emphasis on the Internet." Paul
is already an experienced web page
builder and looks forward to the
chance to expand his skills.
In the words of Eric LePage,
Paul Dalessio
"Paul is a true leader. He has given •
at least as much to this campus as it
has given back to him."
Biology student plans medical career
Chakara White of Brockton is
a member of the class of 2000
majoring in biology with a pre-med
concentration. "1 first got interested
in medicine when I was 7 years old.
A nurse-practitioner took excellent
care of me and I decided I wanted
to help people get well too," she
said.
After graduation, she plans to
attend a medical school and
specialize in neurology. Chakara's
ultimate goal is to become a
neurosurgeon. She is also interested
in teaching medicine, she says, and
would like to earn a joint MD./
PhD. degree.
Chakara chose to attend BSC
based on the strong recommenda-
tion of her high school biology
teacher at Brockton High School,
Antonio Cabral, '65. "He told me
the biology faculty at Bridgewater
was outstanding, and he was right,"
she says. In fact, when asked what
has been her best Bridgewater
experience, Chakara credits her
contact with faculty in the biology
department as among the
highpoints of her time at the college.
"They've been wonderfully support-
ive and encouraging to me,"
Chakara said. A member of the
chemistry department, Dr. Vahe
Marganian, has also made an
impression on her. "He works hard
to relate chemistry to our everyday
lives. I've learned a great deal from
Dr. Marganian."
While her biology studies take
up most of her time, Chakara has
nevertheless managed to fit in
extracurricular activities as well. She
is an officer of the Student Govern-
ment Association - serving as
Executive Secretary - and is also
Chnkara White
active in the college's Afro-Ameri-




In the spring, 1998, semester,
Megan was an intern with one of
Boston's largest public relations
companies, Ingalls Advertising. "The
internship was a fabulous in terms of
the opportunities I had to work in a
professional environment," she said.
Megan, who is a graduate of the
college's Leadership Institute, also
was a member of the staff of WBIM,
the campus radio station. In fact,
when asked for a highlight of her
college years at Bridgewater, she
points to a WBIM project. ''We did a
benefit show for a women's shelter in
Hyannis," she explained, "and I had
the chance to do a lot of the public
relations for that, such as writing
press releases and feature stories
which were published in area
newspaper. I found that an excellent
learning experience." Megan also
was a writer for the student newspa-
per, The Comment.
I
Debate Team directs career goal
Megan Blake of Pittsfield is a
member of the class of 1998 major-
ing in communication studies and a
minor in public relations. Megan's
career goal is "someday to become a
speechwriter," and plans to work
initially in advertising and public
relations to gain background
experience.
A three-year member of the
public speaking and debate team,
she says her involvement with this
organization "has provided me both
with an education and many fond
memories." In her most recent
tournament, Megan traveled with
the team to Flagstaff, Arizona, to
compete in informative speaking
against students from 117 colleges
and universities students from
around the nation. "This was a great
experience for me, having the
chance to represent Bridgewater in
national competition," she said.
"1 enjoyed my years at
Bridgewater," said Megan, who is a
member of Lambda Pi Eta, the
national honor society in communi-
cation. "1 look on what I learned
and the friends and contacts I
made, and I wouldn't change
anything." •
Rose Scholars for 1997-98
Rose Scholars program provides an
opportunity for African-American
high school students to achieve
their academic and personal goals.
The program provides a tuition
scholarship and is renewable for a
four year period. This year's
participants included:
Class of2001:
John Barro, Francisco Tejeda
Class of 2000:
Scott Gage, Marlanda Garron,
Joshua Hayes, Leonala Mowatt,
Jemlifer Strong, Chakara White
Class of 1999:
Vonaire Daly, Romando Ray,
Melissa Washington
Class of 1998:
Michelle Elliot, Matthew Griffin,
Andrea Hubbard
Freshmen Dean's List
Members of the Class of 2001 who
achieved a grade point average of
3.3 or higher in the first semester of
their college career were Carly
Allen, Alisa Anderson, Jamie
Anderson, Richard Andrade, Brian
Angell, Christina Atkinson, Brenna
Audette, Eric Barlow, Sandra
Beaton, Brian Beerman, Angela
Biggieri, Sandra Bjermquist, Jodie
Braz, George Brugliera, Dawn
Butler, Anabela Cardoso, Michael
Coleman, Melissa Countie, Brendan
Cripps, Holly Dalton, Timothy
Davin, Michael Dicroce, Jr., Toby
Faiella, Elizabeth Farnham, Christo-
pher Farnkoff, Nicholas Federico,
James Fernandes, Andrea Ferrara,
Andrea Foley, Adam Garnett, Renee
Gaudette, Jaime Gill, Janice Goff,
Matthew Greene, Catherine Haley,
Erica Harris, Jesica Harris, Heather
Hartley, Joy Harvey, Tara Henault,
Lisa Holmes, Marissa Holt, Kelly
Johnson, Jacqueline Joubert,
Alexander Kamp, Elizabeth Kelliher,
Christina Kipriotakis, Kristin Klaus,
Noriaki Kobayashi, Keita Koike,
Gina Lenoci, Janiane Lepsevich, Petr
Liska, Jana Liskovcova, Jason Lutz,
Andrew Macaione, Andrew
Malanca, Julie-Ann Malone, Shan-
non Mathes, Christine Mavrelion,
Ryan McCarthy, Tiffany McCarthy,
Katie McDermott-Kasper, James
McKinnies, Michelle Mercadante,
Jessica Metters, Brian Milchunes,
Nicole Moseley, Dana Nevens Jr.,
Jaime Orlandi, Allyson Osso, Ayako
Ozaki, Melissa-Lynn Pierce, Kevin
Reggio, Jennifer Rezendes, Todd
Richardson, Jennifer Robitaille,
Noah Roseman, Marie Sachs, Aimee
Shea, Shoko Shintani, Stacey Silva,
Jason Souza, Julie Sylvia, Atshushi
Takizawa, Takahiro Tauchi, Marin
Tierney, Erin Toner, John Tormey
Jr., Jennifer Troville, Bethany
Turner, Melanie Wallace, Alison
White, Allison Wood, Jennifer
Wood, Maureen Wrobel.
The McNair Scholars Program
The McNair Scholars Program is
named in memory of Ronald E.
McNair, crew member of the 1986
space shuttle, Challenger. This
program is designed to help partici-
pants develop the methodologies
and student-faculty relationships
crucial to success at the doctoral
level. Scholars for 1997-98 are Kara
Derosiers, mathematics major, and
Cathleen Donovan, earth science/
geology major.
Paul E. Tsongas Scholars
The Tsongas Scholars receive full,
four-year scholarships and are
selected from among the most
academically talented students in
the state. This year's recipients
include Julie-Ann Maloney, Shan-
non Mathes, Nicholas Federico,
Shannon Ferryall, and Jay Adams.
Presidential Scholars
This program provides the college
with the opportunity to attract,
recognize, and encourage exception-
ally talented students. Awards are
made to candidates who present
exemplary academic credentials and
to candidates who demonstrate a
unique and meritorious blending of
outstanding academic performance
with noteworthy achievement in a
talent area. This year's participants
were Linda Boccuzzo, Karen
Brackman, Sandra Brammer, Susan
Curran, Kara Derosiers, Lauren
Digan, Paul Grabianowski, Philip
Klotzbach, Gretchen Kvistad, Joseph
Louis, Tracie Millette, Terry O'Neill,
Lisa Reale, Jason Stripinis.
Honors Program
Through the college Honors Pro-
Bridgewater's Best
gram, gifted and highly motivated
students are encouraged to reach
their highest potential through
critical thinking, scholarship, and
research. Honors students for 1997-
98 were Cheryl Faherty, Christopher
Falkner, Nancy Hartley, Steven
Purcell, Donald Smith.
Shea Scholars
The Shea Scholars program is
named in honor of Dr. Ellen M.
Shea, Class of 1935. The program
annually provides the opportunity
for two students to complete a
scholarly thesis or project under the
guidance and mentorship of a
member of the faculty. This year's
Shea Scholars are Peter Corriveau,
anthropology major, class of 1999





Students recognized this year were
Raquel Almeida, Jose Andrade,
Laura Asta-Ferrero, Pamela Azar,
Robin Turcotte Badiali, Melissa
Begley, Jennifer Birkenberger,
Dawn-Marie Bistany, Megan Blake,
Faye Blanchard, Linda Boccuzzo,
Lori Botelho, Karen Brackman, Amy
Chiaravalloti, Michelle Couto,
Jeffrey Craig, Timothy Curtin, Chad
DaGraca, Paul Delessio, Daniela
Dalmau, Andrea Drummond, Sara
Earle, Carrie Ennion, Shannon
Erickson, James Foley Jr., Mary
Galvin, Paul Grabianowski, Heidi
Goldrick, Robert Hare, Dorothy
Herk, Donna Holden, Amy Jaye,
Heidi Kirby, Michael Kreckie,
Gretchen Kvistad, Ryan Lavallee,
Daniel Lee, Charles Leonard Jr.,
David Letendre, Benedict
Mackiewicz III, Darren Mackiewicz,
Michael Manley, Philip Mazzilli,
Lori Medeiros, Douglas Mola, Kelley
Moore, Amy Muscato, Kamal Nadri,
Hui-Clmn Peng, Katherine Ridings,
Lori Rose, Christopher Rush, Carol
Sacchetti, Jennifer Scott, Tomo
Shiino, Catherine Silva, Marybeth
Walsh, Cheryl Washwell, Edward
Watters Jr., Sara Wood.
Honors Day Award
Recipients
Heidi E. Goldrick, Hillary J. Browne,
Arthur D. Cox, Chad J. DaGraca,
Courtney P. Evans, Robert W. Hare,
Patrick J. Higgins, Amy B. Jaye,
Kelley J. Moore, Carol 1. Sacchetti,
Steven T. Van Dyke, Reginald Vibert,
Fatima C. Correia, Christina Doris,
Jean M. Maniscalco, Lynne J.
Driscoll, Timothy P. Stablein, Patrick •
Davin, Kathleen E. Dvorchak, Sharon
T. Stearns, Charles E. Leonard, Jr., •
Marie K. Bernard, Mark F. Marrese,
Timothy M. Davin, Shannon V.
Mathes, Robert M. Modini, Michelle
K. Macolini, Faye E. Blanchard,
Richard O. Duseau, Brett P. Johnson,
Laurie A. Silipigno, Christina A.
Gasbarro, Dawn-Marie Bistany,
Ayako Higashiyama, Amy A.
Chiaravalloti, Wendy R. Hendricks,
Thomas M. Niemi, Linda A.
Boccuzzo, Amy J. Kamon, Steven J.
Purcell, Christa M. Mattera, Philip J.
Angell, Melissa 1. Johnson, Melinda
T. Rafanan, Pamela M. Azar, Cheryl
A. Washwell, Matthew A.
DeGrechie, Kathleen M. Kelly,
Cheryl 1. Wall, Rebecca P. Sault,
Scott D. Paster, Christina Doris,
Regina M. Johnson, Scott 1.
Schneider, Rhonda 1. Trust, Debra A.
MacDonald, Michelle A. Gervais,
Linda M. Veracka, Stephen J.
Nedder, Jr., Jeannie 1. Rooney,
Franca E. Massi, Kristine A. Sheehan,
Nancy A. Rozak, Mark J. Scannell,
Pamela J. Bellavance, Philip J.
Mazzilli, Edward J. Pavlu, Jr.
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teacher). The two married in '77. A
year later he was named Hilltop
adviser and Durfee's journalism
instructor.
The budget for The Hilltop, which
then was more newsletter than
newspaper, was miniscule. Students
published the newspaper a few
times a year if they were lucky. For
Mr. Vieira, this wasn't good enough.
Such haphazard publishing violated
one of the first rules of
newspapering - publish on a
consistent basis, whether daily,
weekly or monthly, no matter.
"I told the chairman we were
going to publish monthly and he
said there was no way," Mr. Vieira
said. "But I knew that in order to
become something we couldn't just
publish once or twice a year and be
happy with it. You have to make a
presence."
But publishing more than what
the budget allowed was out of the
question. That's when he decided to
make The Hilltop a self-sufficient
publication and soon the students
were hounding down Fall River area
businesses for advertisements. This
(continued on page 14)
which started with a position on
Bridgewater State College's newspa-
per, The Comment, and included a
number of freelance jobs and a
weekly column for The Standard-
Times of New Bedford, as well as
pieces for The Fall River Herald News
and Providence Journal-Bulletin, made
him the ideal candidate for the job.
Here was a guy, who in addition to
being an English teacher, knew
journalism and knew newspapers.
"The first article I ever wrote was
for The Comment during my sopho-
more year at Bridgewater," Mr.
Vieira said. "I think it was an obit on
Spiro Agnew or someone like that. I
liked it enough that I ended up
staying with the newspaper."
He was named editor his junior
year. "I learned quite a bit about
newspapers that year."
He recalled spending many a
long night putting The Comment, to
bed, times he recalls now with much
fondness.
"We had a lot of fun back then,"
he said. "But it wasn't only writing
and editing. Getting people to write
for the paper was always a chore."
In 1973, he met his wife-to-be,
Audrey (who is also a Fall River
Michael Vieira with journalism student, Aimee Bronhard, who will be attending
BSC this fall.
Michael Vieiro Top of the Hill With
Successful High School J' Program
By Craig Borges
Michael Vieira knows he's
lucky. He knows for instance, that
unlike many of his counterparts who
teach high school English courses, he
almost never faces a bored or unruly
student. Rebellion to what he's
teaching here at B.M.C. Durfee High
School, after all would be, well,
dumb.
Unlike a required English course,
many students want to take one of
the three intensive journalism classes
he teaches, courses that not only
teach students all about print journal-
ism and how to use the latest in
newspaper technology like Quark
Express, Photoshop and Web-page
design, but also ensure them a job on
the widely popular school newspa-
per and something just about every
teenager wants - the ability to get
their opinions in print and noticed.
Mr. Vieira's role as adviser to what
is arguably one of the best high
school journalism programs in the
state is a perfect match to his own
philosophies on teaching, as well as a
free press.
"Teaching journalism is about
empowering the kids," he said
during an interview in his cluttered
corner office of the classroom known
throughout the sprawling, 3,000
student high school as the domain of
the student-run and written newspa-
per, The Durfee Hilltop. "Giving them
the skills to express themselves and
discuss issues in a thoughtful and
intelligent manner - isn't that what
we're supposed to do as teachers?"
Mr. Vieira, who received both his
undergraduate and graduate degrees
from Bridgewater State College - a
bachelor's of arts in English in 1975
and a master of arts in teaching in
1982 - inherited the job of Hilltop
adviser to the high school newspaper
in 1978 when the former adviser
called it quits. Mr. Vieira was teach-
ing English to at-risk ninth graders
when he was approached by the
head of the school system's English
department about the adviser post.
His experience in journalism,
I
Paul Kandarian is a freelance writer
whose articles appear regularly in the
Boston Globe South Weekly and Rhode
Island Magazine.
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Karate Expert Gets a Kick Out of
Partnership with Chuck Norris
C' by Paul Kandarian
0uccess has come other is on training
to Christopher Rappold champions. The most
like a kick in the head. important, he says, is
Not his head, mind you, working on developing
most likely someone character, instilling a
else's. poise and confidence in
Mr. Rappold, a BSC students, an inner
physical education strength.
major who graduated "But we also have
in 1991, owns Personal champions here and we
Best Sport Karate Center teach self defense
in Norton, a facility that because that's good to
the two-time world have, it's like an insur-
champion began a ance policy," Mr.
couple of months after Rappold said.
getting his diploma.He.. He is quick to point
started out with a 1,200- Chrzstopher Rappold teachmg students at Personal Best Sport Karate Center out that while he and the
square-foot teaching center in Easton captain in the last. His squad was other 11 instructors at Personal Best I
and moved to Norton a few years sponsored by Paul Mitchell hair train people serious about the sport,
later, kicking it into high gear, products and was rated the number karate is also the work out of choice
adding more square footage, and one team in the world, he said. for many just into it for the physical
turning his business into one of the And then the cheering stopped - and emotional benefits. There are
biggest karate schools in North by his own hand. champions and everyday people here,
America. It is rated in the top 10 by "My last competition was in April folks working hard, straining with the
the International Martial Arts of 1997, a fund-raiser," he said. "1 effort, and shouting encouragement to
Association, Mr. Rappold said, a won't compete anymore. I was a others in the class.
ranking based on the number of world champion, and that was great, "We have housewives, mothers,
students a school has and how long it was a goal that I reached. It wasn't lawyers, construction guys, young
they stick with the course (There are the fame or glory, it was a goal that I people, senior citizens, you name it,"
450 students training at the Norton wanted and I got it. I wanted to he said. "We even have a local priest
facility and another 130 at a second devote my time to my business, and in the program."
location in Foxboro). to be honest, I get more of a charge When Mr. Rappold enrolled at BSC
"1 had a family member who was out of this anyway." in 1987 in the physical education
into karate when I was younger, Chuck Norris, actor, karate expert program, he did it to better his
that's how I got into it," said Mr. and 1968 world champion, is a hero training efforts, and as far as he's
Rappold, 28. "1 was attracted to it to many, including Mr. Rappold, but concerned, he got what he paid for.
from TV, watching Bruce Lee movies not so much for his action on screen "It helped me train much more
and shows like 'Kung Fu'." as off. Norris began a "Kick Drugs effectively," he said. "1 had a great
He got serious about karate at 13 Out of America" campaign that Mr. relationship with my professors. I'm
and began studying, keying in on Rappold very much believes in and very pleased with the education I got
what attracts many to the sport. has contributed to, with fund-raising there."
"It wasn't so much the action but efforts by Personal Best so far coming He hadn't been on campus for a few
the confidence, the mindset of the up with about $8,000 for Norris's years, he says, and when he went
people who succeed at karate," he program. back recently he was both surprised
said. "1 was aware of karate being a "Unlike some other causes that you and happy to see all the expansion
vehicle for becoming that kind of read about, 90 cents of every dollar that's gone on in his absence.
person." raised for 'Kick Drugs Out of "Physical education was always
Mr. Rappold has a string of titles America' goes into the program," Mr. strong at BSC," he said, "and it's even
indicative of his years of study in the Rappold said. "It brings martial arts stronger now." •
sport. The fourth-degree black belt is to inner city schools to teach character
rated a "master instructor," holds development and respect."
two world titles, was rated as high as There are basically three different
number one in the United States, focuses in teaching martial arts, Mr.
represented America three times in Rappold said. One is combative,
world championships, and was co- where students learn to fight. An
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Program Switch 'Nets' Success
for Kerri Topham '97
In) Paul Kandarian
One course at Bridgewater State
College changed the seeming course
of Kerri Topham's life.
Ms. Topham, an Attleboro native
and 1997 BSC.graduate, was an
elementary education major when
she enrolled at the college in 1993,
with a second major of Spanish.
"Then I took one computer course
and really liked it, and changed my
mind completely about what I
wanted to do," Ms. Topham said. "It
was a progressive thing after that, I
enjoyed it more and more and
eventually dropped education to
major in computer science."
She now works at Motorola in
Mansfield, a sprawling complex of
buildings that makes up the
company's Information Systems
Group, as a software engineer
designing programs and making the
confusing world of computers less
confusing for those inside the
company who use them all the time.
"1 work mostly on the Intranet, as
opposed to the Internet, which we
do some of here as well," Ms.
Topham said. "The Intranet is the
computer system and network they
use here at this complex."
She designs programs, sets up
automated forms for company use,
and helps maintain the entire
system. There are four people in her
department, she said, who also act
as troubleshooters. When someone
in the l,200-employee complex has a
computer problem, Ms. Topham
and the others are people they turn
to for help.
'We support all the internal needs
of the ISG (Information Systems
Group)," she said. "For example, if
there's a form that has to be sent
around to 20 people to be signed,
rather than do that in hard copy, we
design a program to automate it and
send it around in the computer
system, making it much easier."
She also works on the Internet, she
said.
Kerri Topham
"If someone wanted to put a
catalogue on the Web, with pictures,
descriptions, secured order forms,
we could do that," she said.
Her department also created and
maintains eTAC, a support Internet
site for Motorola consumers to make
it easier for them to get what they
need via computer rather than the
hurry-up-and-wait world of tele-
phone communications.
She also helps develop database
search engines that allow Motorola
workers to key in certain words to
help them find a specific subject in
the computer system, rather than
have them search too broadly and
eat up valuable time.
obody sees much of Ms.
Topham's best work. And that's
intentional, she said with a laugh.
"1 did the eTAC stuff, setting up
the background, all the processes
that allow (computer users) to go
from one step to the next," she said.
"That's the stuff in the middle that
makes the programs work, but
nobody sees it."
She had begun dabbling in
computers in high school and had
been exposed to the technology
nearly her whole life.
"My grandfather used to work at
T.!. (Texas Instruments in
Attleboro)," she said. "He always
had gadgets around the house."
Ms. Topham's proficiency with
computers did not go unnoticed at
Motorola, even before she graduated
from college.
"I interned here in my senior
year," she said. "They offered me
full time before I graduated."
She acknowledges that had
computers been her first choice right
out of high school, BSC might not
have been in her cards. She went
there because of her initial interest-
ing in education and BSC's long-
held reputation as one of the
country's finest teaching schools.
"But it turned out just fine," she
said. "BSC is growing a lot in the
direction of computer education.
Look at the Moakley Technology
Center. I was there all the time when
I was in college."
She gives a lot of credit to the BSC
program in general and one teacher
in particular - Linda Wilkins.
"1 took my first computer class
with her, the one that made me
eventually decide to change my
major," Ms. Topham said. "After
that, I took every computer course I
could with her."
In an industry where software
specialists move from job to job in
search of bigger challenges and
paychecks, Ms. Topham said she's
content where she is.
"1'11 probably stay in the area I am
now," she said. 'We'll probably
branch out in the Intranet and
Internet more and more here, then
people will see what we've done
and say 'Can we do this?'" •
Paul Kandarian is a freelance writer
whose articles appear regularly in the
Boston Globe South Weekly and Rhode
Island Magazine.
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Gretchen Kvistad Blessed With
Focus for Success at Bse
~e older college student tends to
be more focused, more dedicated to
a purpose, more centered on the task
of getting the most from an educa-
tion they are likely paying for
themselves rather than their Filrents.
They are simply more involved.
It's tough to imagine any student,
older or not, more involved than
Gretchen Hilary Kvistad. The
California native and BSC medical
psychology and communication
disorders major (class of '98) is
intense about her education, pas-
sionate about what concerns her,
and very much involved in college
life, on and off campus.
Ms. Kvistad (a Norwegian name
pronounced KWIST-ed), who turns
30 in July, has been a dean's list
student every semester since 1994
and is a member of the Honors
Committee, the Academic Advisory
Council, and the Women's Institute
Day Advisory Council. She was
president of OASIS (Older than
Average Students in School) for a
year, co-chaired it for another year,
represented the college at the 1996
National Conference of Women
Student Leaders in Washington, DC,
and is peer advisor with the
McADOC (Media Campaign
Addressing Drugs and Alcohol on
Campus) program, through which
she represented BSC at regional
conferences for two years.
Somewhere in there she attended
the Bridgewater-at-Oxford program
in England, got inducted into the
Who's Who Among Students at
American Colleges and Universities,
and works part time in the BSC
academic affairs office, in addition to
working outside the school as a
typist, scribe and peer tutor for
students with disabilities. She
graduated magna cum laude this
spring.
Focused and involved maybe
understating it a bit.
T m a very organized person, I
love staying busy," she said.
by Paul Kandarian
Gretchen Kvistad
The native of Carmel, California,
who got through high school "by
the skin of my teeth," was working
as an executive secretary at a stock
brokerage in San Francisco and got a
promotion - which set her life off
in a totally different direction.
"It hit me I'd been there a long
time, learned a lot of business skills,
and here I was, in a cubicle, working
for idiots," she says with a shrug
and a laugh. "I could see myself in
five to ten years in the same place,
and I didn't want to be there."
She drove three hours to her
mom's house and said, ''I'm done. I
want to go to college."
Her mother had enough money
for her daughter to go to college for
a year, after which she'd be on her
own. They narrowed it down to ten
colleges, eight of which turned her
down. Two did not - Arizona State
University and BSC.
"Truth is, I decided against
Arizona because it gets to be 115
degrees in the shade out there," she
said. "I said, 'Oh, well, I never lived
in the snow before...'"
The new course on Ms. Kvistad's
life was set. At first, she hung on the
BSC sidelines, observing, seeing
what interested her. Then she
jumped into it with all she had, the
way she usually embraces most
things, she said. She is particularly
supportive of the older student
population; she was 25 when she
first came to the college.
"There is a huge influx of people
coming back to college who are
older, some in their 70s," she said.
"Some are here for the first time,
getting degrees. You can tell the
older student, we're usually the ones
in the front row asking more of the
questions."
OASIS was most helpful for her
and continues to be for older
students, although the involvement
in the group tends to wax and wane
in cycles, she said. But it remains a
valuable resource for older students
who need help.
"We tell them things like where to
find study rooms where they can
stay and study and then go home to
(continued on page 14)
(continued from page 13)
take care of the hearth and home,"
she said. "That helps them be more
successful as students."
When she first came to BSC, she
wanted to work with the deaf (she is
fluent in American Sign Language),
so she studied communication
disorders. The more she studied
medical psychology, "the more it
resonated with me," she said and
then she added that major as well.
Ms. Kvistad readily pokes fun at
her California-speak tendencies,
knowing that what she calls the
"earthy-crunchy" frame of mind
many in her native state share sticks
out in the traditional stuffy confines
of Yankee New England.
(continued from page 8)
was in addition to writing, editing
and laying out the paper them-
selves.
JUST LIKE THE REAL WORLD
But money wasn't the only thing
that pushed Mr. Vieira's quest to
make the newspaper self sufficient.
Censorship played a role as well.
Two years before Mr. Vieira took
the reins, a student had written a
story that poked fun at the way the
administration ran so-called free
periods, or study halls. The superin-
tendent at the time took great
exception to the article and froze the
The Hilltop's budget. Mr. Vieira said
he remembers being dismayed
when he heard about the move.
"When I took the job, I vowed
never to let the paper be put in that
position again," he said. "Here we
are, trying to teach kids to think on
their own, yet we're not letting them
express themselves. I didn't want
any money from the school depart-
ment. I wanted to make sure The
Hilltop could be published on its
own, with only the work of the
students."
Mr. Vieira's decision pushed the
newspaper that much closer to what
life was like at an established
weekly or daily newspaper in the
grown-up world of journalism.
Now, not only the content, but the
number of issues published was
solely in the hands of the students
- the harder they worked, the
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"I want to become a naturopathic
physician," she said, a field of natural
health care that includes Chinese
medicine, homeopathy, herbology,
cranio-sacral manipulation, therapeutic
diets, and plain common sense when it
comes to clean living. "Western medi-
cine is fine, mostly in emergency
situations, but I'm talking day-to-day
intervention, staying healthy, eating
right, exercising."
She has some course work to com-
plete at BSC for'the next year before
embarking on another academic
journey, this time at Bastyr University
in Seattle, the first two years of which
will be dedicated to the usual pre-med
stuff, including biology, chemistry and
cadaver dissection.
better and more frequent the
newspaper would be.
"It's their paper," he said
referring to the students. "That's
always been my philosophy. They
all know how difficult it is to
publish a paper. They know it can
be a full-time job. Being the editor is
a tough job for them and they know
it. There's never a big fight at the
start of the year over who will be
editor. They know that whoever
does the most work for the paper,
gets the title."
That work can mean quite a
sacrifice for students. The student
who accepts the editorship knows
he or she will lose quite a bit of
their free time and their evenings
and weekends trying to get the
newspaper together by deadline.
The Hilltop, now tabloid in
format, is published twice a month.
The first issue is printed at a local
print shop and distributed within
the school department. The second
issue of each month gives the
students a chance to use full color
as it is printed by The Fall River
Herald News and inserted in each
paper for home delivery.
'When I took over the job, I
knew I couldn't stand there in a
normal classroom atmosphere and
lecture," he said. "It just didn't
seem natural. The only way to put
out a newspaper is to do it. The
kids learn a lot more than journalis-
tic writing here. I think they really
need to have the whole range of
Ms. Kvistad's life took her 3,000
miles to the east and will take her
back again next year. After that, it's
anyone's guess where she'll end up,
she said, but she knows one thing
about her past five years at BSC.
'Tve been blessed," she said. "I'd
never been east of Iowa before, and I
was accepted here. I found family,
lifelong friends, and all the emotional
support I needed. I'll always be
grateful to BSC - it was exactly
what I needed in the time of my life I
needed it." •
Paul Kandarian is a freelance writer
whose articles appear regularly in the
Boston Globe South Weekly and Rhode
Island Magazine.
experience, from the pressure and
anxiety of meeting deadlines, to
interviewing - it's real life. This isn't
a make-believe assignment."
Mr. Vieira said he owes much to
Bridgewater State and his tenure on
the school's newspaper. "I love
Bridgewater," he said. "I really do.
That school deserves a lot of credit
for where I am today. When I left
there, I could have gone into journal-
ism, into education, and I was
accepted at Syracuse for grad school.
That's pretty good for a 22-year-old
kid. Bridgewater left me with many
options."
He said he is most satisfied when
he sees a Durfee student continue in
the field of journalism in their
professional lives. Several have. But
this year is especially meaningful to
hin1 because two ex-Hilltop editors
now hold editorships on The Com-
ment, the very publication that
sparked his interest in journalism.
Twin sisters Melissa and Monica
Tavares, former Hilltop editors and
1995 graduates of Durfee, serve as
editor in chief and managing editor
respectively for The Comment. Mr.
Vieira has has served as adviser to
The Comment for the past year.
"That makes me feel very good.
It's like coming full circle,"
he said.•
Craig Borges is assignment editor at The
Sun Chronicle ofAttleboro and served as
editor of the Durfee Hilltop in 1981
under Mr. Vieira.
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Paul Kandarian is a freelance writer
whose articles appear regularly in the
Boston Globe South Weekly and Rhode
Island Magazine.
Coach Peter Mazzaferro
hugging, grinning, winning, being a
team.
He's gone through lows and
highs on the job, the low being 1970
when the squad went 0-8, the high
coming in 1989 when they went 8-0
and ended up playing before
thousands for the New England
Football Conference championship
against UMass-Lowell, a game the
BSC Bears lost. Through it all he's
coached pretty much the same way,
he said.
"There's not much difference
coaching now than there was 30
years ago at the Division III level,"
he said. "The kids are bigger now
than before, but at this level, they
come to play football. It's not
scholarship driven, it's not like
Division I which is a totally differ-
ent ballgame, almost like a business.
Here, the kids just love to play."
And Coach Mazzaferro, 67, loves
to coach. A lifelong bachelor, he's
married to the sport he's been at for
more than 40 years in all, and he's
not going anywhere fast, saying
he'll do it "as long as I'm still
enjoying it.
"Most people thought I would
have, or should have, moved on a
long time ago, but I fooled 'em," he
says in that low growl that evolves
into a laugh. "I stayed." •
BSC Athletic Program
Hoping for a Quick
Start Come Fall
by Paul Kandarian
Last year was mostly a good one
for Bridgewater State College teams,
and, with more hits than misses, it
will lend an overall sense of accom-
plishment that should carry over to
the fall season, according to assistant
director of athletics Michael Storey.
"Fall sports is the true indicator of
how we do for the rest of the year,"
Mr. Storey said. "We compete for the
Smith Cup among MASCAC
(Massachusetts State College Athletic
Conference) institutions, and if we
come out of the fall with a pretty
good record in the conference, it
bodes well for the rest of the year."
The Smith Cup is awarded to the I
institution with the best overall
winning percentage. There are 13
sports involved, and eight state
colleges competing. BSC has won it
three times since 1972, most recently
in 1996.
Leading the pack in hot fall sports
is football, Mr. Storey said, the
number one athletic program on
campus. Last year's Bears, under 32-
year Coach Pete Mazzaferro, went 7-
1 in New England Football Confer-
ence play, and ended up league co-
champs with Worcester State
College.
Coach Mazzaferro Builds Character
All While Loving the Game byPaulKandarian
When you think football at
Bridgewater State College, you
don't think "future NFL players."
But when you think football at
BSC, you do think Pete
Mazzaferro, head coach, a guy
who's been at the helm of the
football program here for so long
there is probably nobody left on
campus who can recall it being
run by anyone else.
The native of Torrington,
Connecticut, went to Centre
College in Kentucky and held
four coaching jobs in four years
after graduating. The last one
brought him back to New
England and into the BSC fold in
1966, and he hasn't budged ever
since.
"No reason to," Coach
Mazzaferro says in quiet voice
that many call a low growl. "I just
like coaching here."
Division III schools are not
noted for being football power-
houses, and Coach Mazzaferro
knows that - and doesn't care.
He says the program here breeds
team players, men of character,
and infuses them with a strength
that can carry them through the
rest of their lives.
"They get a good experience
playing football here, the majority
of them have earned degrees and
gone on to professional lives,
lawyers, doctors," he said.."That's
the main purpose of athletlcs, to
build character."
Coach Mazzaferro's office at
the back of the John J. Kelly
Gymansium looks like it was
lifted from the set of the TV
sitcom "Coach," with football
paintings on the walls, signed
footballs on shelves, football
awards everywhere and even a
football keyring on his dusty
desk. While acknowledging it's
nice to win awards (his most
recent was the 1997 New England
Football Conference Coach of the
Year honor), he'd rather point to
photos on the wall of his players
•"We'll be adding a couple of new
non-conference opponents this year,
Springfield College and Salve
Regina University," Mr. Storey said.
"Also, MIT is new to the conference
schedule this year."
Some of the bigger guns coming
back to the Bears squad this year,
according to Coach Mazzaferro,
include Andy Macaione, Eastern
College Athletic Conference Rookie
of the Year wide receiver and punt
returner; Bill Frazier, quarterback;
Seto Berry, who as a freshman last
year gained a 1,000 yards rushing;
and defensive backs Brian Lavalee
and Rick Cawley.
The women's volleyball team,
under fifth-year coach Ken Duarte,
was 14-22 last year overall, but took
the MASCAC championship with a
perfect 6-0 conference record. Mr.
Duarte was MASCAC Coach of the
Year in a season that saw Rookie of
the Year honors go to freshman
Stephanie Brown, an inside hitter.
Also returning as a key player will
be defender Cathie Harrington.
It could be a tough year for the
men's soccer squad, 7-10-1 last
season. Head coach Keith Clark goes
into his second year at the helm,
sorely missing graduate midfielder
Bryan Medeiros, last year's
MASCAC Player of the Year, and
fellow graduating midfielder Rickie
Polletta, an all-conference, first-team
selection. Helping to ease the loss of
key personnel will be returning
players Chuck Quinn, forward, and
T.J. Bonner, defense, both seniors,
Mr. Storey says.
The women's soccer club was 7-
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10-2 last year under coach Tom
McGuiness, coming into his sixth
year at the head of the program.
Though it was a losing season, the
team boasted two all-conference,
first-team picks, sophomore goalie
Kristen Young 0.77 goals-against,
145 saves, four shutouts), and
leading scorer, Kim Wessling, who
had 11 goals and two assists for 24
points last season.
The field hockey squad (7-10-1
last year) has lost graduating
MASCAC Player of the Year Jennifer
Annaldo, but can look forward to
the contributions of MASCAC
Rookie of the Year Monica Tavares, a
forward, and her twin sister, Mel-
issa.
Things look on track for the men's
cross country team this coming fall
under 16-year head coach Ed
Delgado. The squad last year won
the MASCAC championship and
also the Tristate Invitational, and this
year will look forward to the return
of top runner Solomon Tsegai and
all-conference member Jason
Pappas. Top runner on the women's
cross country team, Jill Derosier, is
also returning this year, Mr. Storey
says.
The women's tennis club under
coach Philipe Miguel will be rebuild-
ing in the fall, Mr. Storey said. The
team finished 8-3 last year, the best
record since 1989, but will be
missing its top three players: Korey
Cornell, Maria Lopes and Jennifer
Szrom.•
Paul Kandarian is a freelance writer
whose articles appear regularly in the




Ms. Frances Moseley, president
and chief executive officer of the Boys
and Girls Clubs of Boston, was
awarded the degree of doctor of
public service. She also received the
Mary Hudson Onley Award pre-
sented during the college's Hall of
Black Achievement ceremonies on
January 31.
The distinguished service award
for community service was presented
to Red Sox first baseman, Mo
Vaughn.
Marybeth Walsh, a member of the
graduating class, received a stand-
ing ovation from her fellow class-
mates at the end of her remarks.
Sarah Sutherland, Mrs. Paula Sutherland,
Matthew Anglin, graduating senior Amy
Sutherland, Professor Robert Lutherland,
Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science.
A jubilant senior receives his degree at
Winter Commencement
Mr. Eugene J. Durgin, Jr., President Adrian Tinsley, Mo Vaughn, Ms. Marybeth Walsh and
Dr. Ronald Sega.
With parents, friends and faculty
looking on, graduate and under-
graduate students received their
degrees during the 12th Winter
Commencement on January 30.
Two honorary degrees were
conferred during the ceremonies.
Keynote speaker Dr. Ronald Sega, a
former NASA astronaut and dean of
the college of engineering and applied
science at the University of Colorado
in Colorado Springs, was awarded
the degree of doctor of science.
Hall of Block Achievement Celebrates the Post, Present, and Future
Joseph Green and Kimberly Peart at
HOBA Celebration
color, to head the $6 million youth .
development organization in
BGCB's 104-year history.
This year's inductees into the hall
are inventor Lewis Latimer and
baseball legend Roberto Clemente.
Twelve Massachusetts State
College student achievers-includ-
ing Bridgewater's Kimberly Peart
and Joseph Green-were also
recognized during the event.
The Mary Hudson Onley
Achievement Award, named after
Bridgewater's first graduate of color,
is also presented to an individual
who has had outstanding success in
his or her field.
This year the Onley Award was
presented to Frances K. Moseley,
President and CEO of the Boys and
Girls Clubs of Boston. She is the first
woman, as well as the first person of
The Hall of Black Achievement
(HOBA) ceremony held January 31
served as an opportunity to honor
the past, celebrate the present, and
envision the future.
HOBA, dedicated to recognizing
the accomplishments of people of
color, each year recognizes two
historic figures who are honored




HOBA Mary Hudson Onlel} Award recipient Frances K. Moseley (center) with her husband,
Monroe, and son, Gavin. Looking on are Chairman of the HOBA Commission, Mr. Grady
Fenner (far left) and Ms. Carol Bliss-FuIT, HOBA Commission Vice-Chairperson.
College News
Magic Johnson spoke to the campus community on
February 11, 1998 on his experiences as a profes-
sional athlete, entrepreneur, and HW survivor.
•
Area high school students enjoy the campus tour with Nigel Smith, their BSC
student leader, during Minority/Bilingual Student Awareness Day, held on
March 24.
Cathryn Brower, Florence Goulart
Brower'43, and Marvin Hamlisch at
Hamlisch's performance on February 6,
1998, as part of the Performing Arts
Festival.
BSC Bears baseball team with Red
Sox first basemen Mo Vaughn.
The team received their Middle
Atlantic Regional Championship
rings in commemoration of their
successful 1997 season.
College News
New Assistant Dean for Residence Life
significant benefits for Bridgewater
State College," said Mr. Esposito.
Before coming to BSC, Mr. Esposito
spent four years at Trenton State
College in New Jersey, the last two as
acting director for Auxiliary Services.
Mr. Esposito has a bachelor's
degree in psychology from St.
Bonaventure University and master's
degree in counseling from the
University of Dayton.•
Ms. Holbrook came to BSC from
Boston University where she worked
for nine years, the last four as associ-
ate director of the George Sherman
Union and Student Activities Office.
She has a bachelor's degree in
business administration from
Villanova University and a master's
degree in counseling from
Bridgewater State College. Ms.
Holbrook attended the HERS Sum-
mer Institute for Women in Higher
Education at Bryn Mawr College in
1993.•
New Assistant Dean for Campus Life
Catherine Holbrook has been
promoted to assistant dean for
campus life and conferences. Ms.
Holbrook has served as director of
campus center and conferences since
1992.
Ms. Holbrook will continue her
responsibilities of managing the
campus center and conference office.
In addition, she will be responsible
for providing leadership to the
student activities office which
includes campus-wide programs for
students, clubs and organizations,
leadership programs, and student
orientation.
"I feel very fortunate to be part of
the sudent affairs team here at BSC
and for this opportunity to provide
leadership to the area of campus
life," said Ms. Holbrook. "I am very
excited about the opportunities this
reorganization has created for our
office and am looking forward to
working with the staff to develop a
more cohesive, responsive organiza-
tion which will enhance the quality
of campus life for our students."
lny Esposito, director of resi-
dence life and housing, has been
promoted to the position of assistant
dean for Residence Life and Campus
Judicial Programs at BSC.
In addition to his responsibilities
for the residence hall system, he will
be in charge of all campus judicial
matters - inside and outside
residence halls. .
Mr. Esposito will work closely
with the academic affairs depart-
ment to implement the learning
community concept in BSC's
residence halls through theme
houses, a freshman center and
living/learning halls.
"I welcome the opportunity to
serve our community in new ways. I
am particularly enthusiastic about
working with faculty to enhance
educational opportunities both in
the classroom and in the residence
halls. Expanding the concept ofa




Bridgewater State College welcomes
parents - all of whom continue to
play an important role in their
children's education - to become a
part of the college community.
The Bridgewater State College
Parent Association is open to all
parents of present and entering BSC
students. Established in 1991, the
association works to enhance
communication between the
college's administration and parents
of BSC students.
"The administrators and staff
members from the college who
attend our meetings are very
informative. By asking questions in
a relaxed atmosphere, we are able to
understand the workings of BSC
and what to expect," said Glenna
Riley, association vice president for
1997-98.
Mike Solomon is the president of
the Parents' Association and Linda
Solomon serves as secretary.
The association holds a regular
dinner meeting the first Wednesday
of each month during the academic
year. The first meeting for new and
returning parents will be Wednes-
day, August 26, at 6:00 PM in the
Bridgewater Dining Room of the
Rondileau Campus Center.
The association plans to list its
meeting dates in the next issue of
Bridgewater Magazine. The
association also sponsors a silent
auction during Family Day, which
is usually staged in October.
The group encourages all parents to
become involved.
"It is important, particularly if this
is your first child to enter college, to
be able to talk with other parents
and share experiences. It helps you
to understand that you are not
alone," said Mrs. Riley. "Participat-
ing in the association is an excellent
way to participate in your child's
education."
For more information about the
Bridgewater State College Parent
Association, call (508) 697-1290.
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President Tinsley, Dr. Susan Holton,
Dr. Lynn Willett
in student affairs strongly matters in
my classroom, and what I do in my
classroom affects student affairs."
Because of the significance of this
aspect of conflict management, she
asked Dr. Lynn Willett, vice presi-
dent of student affairs, to write the
chapter. "1 wanted Lynn to do
something because she's good, she
really knows her stuff, and, as
president of her national organiza-
tion, she has a larger-than-
Bridgewaterlerspective. I was not
disappointe . She wrote a really
wonaerful chapter."
Dr. Willett was delighted to be a
part of the project. "After working in
higher education for 25 years, I have
developed strong opinions about
how we can work together," she
said. "The book gave me the oppor-
tunity to put forth these opinions."
She also said Dr. Holton was the
right person to create the book.
"Susan is a nationally recognized
expert in conflict management, and
she brought her considerable
expertise to the project," she said.
"Her good guidance produced the
end result of a volume both readable
and workable."
Since the goal of the book was to
help people work more effectively
together, Dr. Holton hopes that
higher education administrators will
find that information contained in
the book will make a difference at
their institution.
"1 enjoyed doing it," she said,
"and if it helps a person or two, it's
worth it." •
Susan Holton Edits Conflict Management Book
by Marie Dennehy, '93~oviding the necessary tools
and methods for conflict manage-
ment and resolution is the goal of
Dr. Susan Holton, Department of
Communication Studies and
Theatre Arts, and she has edited a
book to help achieve that goal. "As
many ways as you can think of
people interact4!g, they think of
ways to have conflict," Dr. Holton
said.
Mending the Cracks in the Ivory
Tower is designed as a practical,
how-to volume to assist higher
education administrators in dealing
with the conflict that occurs in their
institutions. "My whole philosophy
is that the book is a mentor on a
shelf," she said.
Conflict management is an area
where she sees a great need for
information. "Higher education
more than any other institution is in
denial about conflict," she said.
"When I first proposed the book to
the publisher, they jumped on it."
She said that in academia, in
general, most of the energy is
directed at helping students get
along, but there is also a need to
look at ways to assist faculty,
administrators, and staff to get
along. "If we don't," she said,
"places are going to atrophy, and
people will cocoon even more.
They'll do their job and not interact
with the whole community."
Dr. Holton authored two chap-
ters and edited the others. Written
by national experts, other chapters
in the book analyze the manykinds
of personal and institutional con-
flicts most commonly faced in
higher education.
"1 have the luxury of being able
to say nice things about the book
because I didn't write the whole
thing," she said. "And this one is
good because it has 15 people giving
ideas on how to manage conflict in
academic areas. Each one takes an
individual perspective and looks at
conflict in a little different way."
Important to Dr. Holton was a
chapter on why academic adminis-
trators need to care about student
affairs. "1 strongly believe that we
have to be a seamless web in
academia," she said. "What they do
BSC Names Captain
To Police Force
Eric Gagnon has been promoted
to the rank of captain for the
Bridgewater State College Police
Department. Mr. Gagnon, in his new
position, is second-in-command and
is responsible for the department's
crime prevention, investigation, and
court prosecution programs.
"1 am extremely pleased to have
Eric in the position. I know he will
provide a high level professionalism
and spirit of service to the
Brid&ewater State College commu-
nity," said BSC Police Chief David
Tillinghast.
Captain Gagnon began his career
at BSC as a patrol officer in 1996 and
was promoted to lieutenant in
October of that year. Previously, he
held police positions at the Massa-
chusetts State College of Art, with
the town of Millville, and the town
of Weymouth.
"1 am honored to assume this new
role and look forward to working
with a great law enforcement and
support staff, as well as the BSC
community, on crime and safety
issues," said Captain Gagnon.
He is soon to complete a
bachelor's degree in psychology at
BSC. Captain Gagnon is a graduate
of the regional municipal police
academy in Plymouth and is a
certified emergency medical techni-
cian.
Captain Gagnon is an American
Red Cross certified instructor trainer
of CPR and first aid. He is also active




Piece, designed by Design Works of
Easton.
Submissions were scored by a
national panel of judges, which in-
cluded the editorial staff of Admissions
Marketing Report, creative directors from
ad agencies, marketing professionals,
and marketing professors.
The entries were judged on high
production standards, creativity, and
professionalism. More than 500 colleges
and universities across the country
entered the competition.
The college received a framed and
matted plaque for the silver winners
and a certificate for the bronze.•
College Publications Win Awards
Several BSC publications were
chosen from a field of 1,780 entries in
the Thirteenth Annual Advertising
Awards competition of the Admis-
sions Marketing Report, a monthly
magazine covering the admissions
marketing field.
Taking a bronze was "Give
Yourself Some Credit," a newspaper
insert for continuing education,
designed by I.M. Perrone of
Weymouth.
Earning a silver each were the
Undergraduate/Graduate Catalog
designed by Richard Hopfner of
Abington, and the college's Search
come together to talk about issues in
the real world that affect our
college."
Public pressure, combined with
governmental and internal pres-
sures, have formed a demand for
colleges and universities to explain
and document what students in
higher education are learning, Dr.
Tinsley said.
'What do they learn when they
are here and what can they do when
they graduate?" have been NEASC
questions for the past six years. And
the day is quickly coming when
colleges and universities will be
required to respond to those ques-
tions adequately, Dr. Tinsley told
(continued next page)
Bridgewater Institute Tackles Assessment
by Eva Gaffney
the word about measuring the
effectiveness of learning through
rigorous assessment - something
she began practicing while teaching
English.
The Bridgewater Institute tackled
the controversial issue at its Febru-
ary meeting on "Institutional
Effectiveness and Assessment." Dr.
Maki was joined on the panel by Dr.
Paul Cunningham of the Depart-
ment of Psychology at Rivier
College in New Hampshire, and Dr.
Patricia O'Brien, Director of Institu-
tional Research at Bridgewater State
College.
Dr. Adrian Tinsley, BSC presi-
dent, welcomed the opportunity for
faculty, administration and staff "to
,Just because I teach doesn't
mean my students learn."
Dr. Peggy Maki, professor of
English, reached that painful
conclusion several years ago when
she was teaching Chaucer to one of
her classes. She felt her inspirational
readings of the olde-English author
educated her students in a unique,
yet solid fashion. She later learned
through poor classroom participa-
tion and low test scores that her
students were left confused by her
style.
Now, Dr. Maki, as associate
director of the COlmnission on
Institutions of Higher Education of
the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges, is spreading
Dr. Susan Holton, President Tinsley, Dr. Paul Cunningham, Dr. Peggy Maki, Dr. Patricia O'Brien
College News
(continued from page 21)
the 75 individuals gathered in the
auditorium at The Moakley Center
for Technology.
Dr. Tinsley cited the college's
Office of Institutional Research for
its excellence in collecting and
analyzing data, as well as noting
that several academic departments
and student affairs areas are
conducting assessment. However,
she said BSC has yet to adopt a
"Bridgewater or institutional
approach" to measuring its effec-
tiveness.
NEASC defines institutional
effectiveness as "the capacity of an
institution to assess, verify, and
enhance the fulfillment of its
mission and purposes, giving
primary focus to the attainment of
its educational objectives," said Dr.
Maki.
She outlined questions about
teaching and learning for faculty, as
well as suggested a model to initiate
an institutional assessment plan. She
also provided some methods that




ment from a faculty perspective. He
suggested each department write its
own annual report to assess data
collected during the year. He also
provided a list of types of assess-
ment faculty and staff could conduct
as well as a sample of a department
assessment plan.
Following a discussion by Dr.
O'Brien, who said while BSC has a
long way to go, a lot of good assess-
ment is already happening on cam-
pus, the main group was divided into
the following small discussion
groups: administration and finance,
academic affairs (non classroom), two
arts and sciences groups, education
and allied studies, general education,
graduate school, management and
aviation science, and student affairs.
Their discussions were reported back
to the full group.
Dr. Susan A. Holton, Professor in
the Department of Communication
Studies and Theatre Arts, organized
the institute. BSC will host a regional
conference on the topic of institutional
assessment next fall on October 9.•
The experience has been reward-
ing for Dr. Zilonis and other faculty
who have participated.
"Bridgewater State College has a
mission to provide excellent library
media specialists, not just in south-
eastern Massachusetts, but through-
out the entire state. Using various
methods, we have been able accom-
plish this goal and address a serious
need," said Dr. Zilonis.
Continuing need for certified
library media specialists is creating a
demand for this program. The
Lowell school superintendent has
also contacted Dr. Zilonis because he
has vacancies to fill and few candi-
dates.
BSC has developed a program to
accommodate students in western
and northern Massachusetts using
distance learning technology.
Instructors from the library media
studies program will conduct classes
from sites in Springfield and Lowell.
They will travel to one location and
will be televised to the other loca-
tion. The instructors will alternate
sites.
Successful classroom teachers
who are looking for an alternative
way to apply their teaching exper-
tise and experience in education
make-up this new cohort group. The
first course began in February.•
Dr. Mary Frances Zilonis
as computer laboratories, that were
available for use in the area," said
Dr. Zilonis.
Classes were conducted one
weekend a month on Friday eve-
nings and all day on Saturday. Three
weekend sessions are equivalent to
one course. During the summer,
classes were held Tuesday, Wednes-
day, and Thursday. This scheduling
required course instructors to travel
to Northampton and stay overnight.
In May, the teachers who enrolled
in this program will graduate with a
master's degree in library media
studies and certification as a library
media specialist.
Off Campus Program Is A Great Success
by Linda Balzotti
HaVing worked in school
libraries, Dr. Mary Frances Zilonis,
chairperson of the Department of
Secondary Education and Profes-
sional Programs and coordinator of
the Library Media Studies graduate
program, knows what school
librarians need.
She knows teachers in western
Massachusetts don't have access to a
library media studies program or to
certification as a library media
specialist. "There are only two
library media programs available in
the state. Both are in eastern Massa-
chusetts and one is at Bridgewater,"
said Dr. Zilonis.
Dr. Zilonis was approached by
school superintendents in western
Massachusetts who were unable to
fill school library positions because
of the lack of qualified candidates.
With help from the administra-
tion and faculty at BSC, in addition
to assistance from the state organiza-
tion for school librarians, Dr. Zilonis
has filled that need.
She obtained permission from the
coll~ge to begin offering the library
media graduate program in
orthampton. "Working with the
Hampshire Educational Collabora-
tive, I was able to secure a location
to conduct the classes as well as get
information on other facilities, such
College News
Professor Veronica Cote, chairper-
son of the Department of Aviation
Science, agreed. 'We are really
excited about the chapter being here
and tl1ink it's going to be wonderful
for our students," she said.
But it is not just students who will
be invited to join. "The way we are
seeing our chapter here is to include
staff and faculty as well as students,"
Ms. Johnson said. "It would be open
to the entire BSC community. In
particular, I tl1ink aviation alumni
might be interested in getting
involved."
Given the rich mstory of the
Tuskegee Airmen and that there are
so many people involved with that
organization, Ms. Johnson is consid-
ering the possibility of contacts that
BSC students can have with people
who are practicing aviators. "Tms
chapter will bring people students
can connect with and people they
can relate to on a professional level,"
she said. "Some students may even
be able to find a mentor."
Other plans for the chapter
include guest speakers, programs,
grant possibilities, and scholar-
smps.•
nity colleges over a four-year span
of time. More than 1,000 students
and hundreds of faculty members
were interviewed.
"Typically, community colleges
have a low transfer rate to four-year
institutions. These eight schools
have transfer rates that are well
above average. We wanted to find
out why," said Dr. London.
The book's title, Where the Dreams
Cross, comes from T.S. Elliot's work
"Ash Wednesday" and refers to
intersection of student dreams with
the aspirations the community
college. It is at that intersection or
CroSS111g where success happens.
"The notion of community
colleges is as old and honored as the
American experience. Benjamin
Franklin ran Junto schools for
apprentices and workers in Philadel-
Ehia over 200 years ago," Dr.ondon said. "Community Colleges




colleges. They concluded it wasn't a
form of higher education, but a
velucle for tracking blue collar
workers into blue collar jobs," said
Dr. London. "Community college
practitioners felt the research was
inaccurate and inflammatory."
Forty conference participants were
able to put aside their differences and
work together. The group is hoping
to offer additional conferences for
practitioners and researchers.
Dr. London is completing a book
which looks at eight urban commu-
Colonel Charles McGee, first vice
president of the organization and
also an original Tuskegee Airman, is
interested 111 bringing a new voice to
ms organization. "We tl1ink the
college is doing great tlLings with
their aviation department," he said.
"I hope it won't be long before the
charter is granted."
Veronica Cote, chairperson of the Department
of Aviation Science, with Ms. Madeline
McCray, writer and performer of"A Dream
to Fly! The Trials and triumphs of Bessie
Coleman," and Mr. Charles McGee of
Tuskegee Airmen, Inc.
Dean Howard London Organizes Conference on Community Colleges
H ~~&~is research of commwuty
colleges resulted in Dr. Howard
London, Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences, being asked by the
Spencer Foundation to organize a
conference for community college
faculty and researchers.
Conference participants focused on
issues that influence community
colleges and developed a research
agenda for the future.
"The discussion looked at ways
policy makers can use research results
to make improvements, how to reach
non-traditional students, and what
community colleges are doing for
workforce preparation," saidDr.
London.
The conference, held earlier tms
month in Washington, DC, took four
months to plan. Researchers and
community college practitioners have
had a stormy relationsmp, so bringing
them together was not an easy task.
"In the '60s and '70s, researchers
were extremely critical of community
BSC Becomes the First College Chapter of Tuskegee Airmen Inc.
1 by Marie Dennehy, '93o increase exposure to opportu-
nities in aviation for our students,
BSC is applying for chapter status
with Tuskegee Airmen Incorporated.
Tuskegee Airmen Incorporated
developed from a group of young
black pilots who received flight
training at Tuskegee Army Air Field
in Alabama during and shortly after
World War II. This facility provided
the only flight training available at
that time to black pilots of the U.S.
Air Force.
The organization first came to the
BSC campus when it was honored by
the Hall of Black Acmevement in
, 1997. At the urging of President
Tinsley, college administrators
inquired into the possibility of
having a chapter at BSC. TAl has
only community-based chapters
nationwide, so it's been a long
process for the college.
Ms. Karen Lea JOAAson, acting
director of the Office of Multicuftural
Affairs has been pursuing the
inquiry. 'What makes our situation
interesting is that tms is the first
college campus-based chapter that
they'll have," she said. "I guess we're
kind of the prototype."
Alumni Update .'
Programs, Dates and Events
Among the Bridgewater alumni and friends at the Washington reception were, back row,
standing: Roger Limoges '97, Vice President Richard Cost, Joanne Lynch Jordan 75, Ruth
Worthy '40, Joe Pauley '53, Deborah Nordin '80, Edward Ferriter '53, Ann Richardson Davis
'58, and Chris Kanellopoulos. Seated: Director of Alumni Relations Mary Tiernan, Barbara
Nanos Kanellopoulos, and Dorothy Morton Sturtevant '38.
The reception was the capstone to the
travel program which brought Massa-
chusetts alumni to Washington. Other
highlights of the four-day trip included
a visit to the Vietnam War Memorial, the
FDR Memorial, the Smithsonian, the
White House, Arlington National
Cemetery, Mt. Vernon, and more.
Washington D.C. Travel Program and
Area Gathering
More than 30 Bridgewater alumni and
friends attended a reception at the U.S.
Capitol on March 24. Hosted by
Congressmen Joe Moakley and Jolm
Tierney, the reception brought together
over 160 alumni from Bridgewater,
Salem, Fitchburg, Westfield, Worcester
state colleges.
Vice President for Institutional Advance-
ment Richard Cost, BAA President Elect
Carrie Kulick-Clark '85, and Congressman
Moakley.
Party" during Homecoming Weekend,
October 17,1998, at the Taunton Polish
Club. All alumni from the surrounding
years are invited to take part in the
celebration which will include a cash bar
and the music of the Baha Brothers.
Tickets are available for $10 per person
to the first 100 people to respond to Ray
O'Berg '78. Send your check, name,
address, and phone to 126 Oak Street,
Taunton, MA 02780. Rooms have been
set aside at the Taw1ton Holiday lIm;
call them directly at (508) 823-0430 to
make a reservation.
Travel Program
Meet new friends and renew friend-
ships! From October 21-23, the
Bridgewater Alumni Association will
sponsor a fall trip to the Golden Eagle
Resort in Stowe, Vermont. Price of $249
per person (twin occupancy) includes
accommodations, meals, entertainment,
and sightseeing/ tours.
Alwnni are also invited to participate in
the Bridgewater at Oxford Program in
the summer of 1999. Sponsored by the
Office of Continuing Education, the
three-week program offers alumni the
chance to audit courses in art, English
history, English literature, and political
science and law. For information on
either program, contact the Alumni
Office.
Homecoming '98: October 16-17
Watch your mail for Homecoming
information later this summer! Open to
all classes in the 1970s: The Class of 1978
will host a "20 Years and Counting
Alumni Reception at MTA conference
Teachers: watch your mail for informa-
tion regarding a Massachusetts State
College alumni reception held in
conjunction with the MTA conference in
August at Williams College.
Writers Workshop and Alumni
Authors Reception
Eager to write the next great American
novel? Join fellow alumni at the 5th
annual Writers Workshop on Saturday,
September 26. Invitations will be mailed
to all past participants and English and
commw1ication majors. To be added to
the mailing list, please e-mail program
coordinator Cynthia Booth Ricciardi '81
at cricciardi@bridgew.edu. Prior
workshop topics include writing humor,
poetry writing, grant writing, and
historical writing and academic publica-
tion.
Golden Bridges participants learned about
"Famous Women" at a March session led by
Elizabeth Symynkywicz held in the Davis
Alumni Center.
Golden Bridges Fall Schedule
Retired faculty and alwnni from 1920-
1948 are invited to the fall events of the
Golden Bridges group. On the Learning
In Retirement schedule are a book
review club on September 2, a memoir
writing workshop on September 23, and
creative cooking and "Cranberries
Through the Four Seasons" on October
28. Additional information will be
mailed to Golden Bridges alumni and
friends this summer.
I
The Class Notes received in this issue
were received by March 30,1998.
Information received after this date will
be in the next issue.
1910
Marion Dunphe Tapley, at age 108 the
oldest living alumni of BSC, was
featured in a photograph in the Sunday
Enterprise at the Island Terrace Nursing
Home in Lakeville.
1925·
Mary Leahy Ames received the Area ill
1997 Achievement Award of the Psi
Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma.
1926
Hazel Moulton McCarthy retired in
1968 from substitute teaching. She
remembers some of the teachers that
made lasting impressions and great
memories: Miss Rand, Miss Pope, and a
wonderful gardener.
1928
Pauline Boomer Nunes is proud to
announce the arrival of her great-
granddaughter Sophie Arnold.
1931
Cecile Giguere Plaud, 87 years young
and a retired French teacher, was
featured in the Providence Journal for her
active retirement life. Cecile belongs to
many French clubs and reads books in
French. Recently she spoke to a UMass-
Dartmouth French class. Cecile is also
active in an area bird club.
1934
Olive Brittan is keeping active traveling
much of the time, when not serving
organizations in Rhode Island.
1936
Barbara Albret
28 Highland Ave., Box 1075




Althea Sawyer is the Emeritus Head
Guidance Counselor at Broad Meadows
Middle School in Quincy... A group of
Class Notes
Woodward friends has kept in tough
with a round robin letter, including Peg
Gilliatt Raymond, Kay Johnson
Blackwell, Rita Cushing, Hattie Hall
Friedman, Connie Nash Hartwell,
Tmde French Hunt, Elsa Johnson
Lundgren, Alice Carr Pedonti, Bunny
Ludden Robertson, Nat Dean Runkel,






Dorothy Hicks Bonnar has enjoyed
viewing seals in the river from her back
windows in Marion in the cold
weather...Marion Chambers Lewin
moved to Florida in June 1997.
1938
Victor Zubrycki is enjoying retirement
in Palmbeach Gardens, Florida.
1939
Walter Luce can be fOWld on the golf
course every weekday and puttering
around the house all the time. He plays
bridge two or three times a week and is
looking forward to his 60th reunion in
1999...Frank Bailey would really like to
know how William McGhee, Class
President, and Frank's roommate, is
doing.
1940
Mrs. Janice Brennan Sprogell
41 Linwold Drive
West Hartford, CT 06107-1237
Barbara Prince Meade was honored at a
luncheon in Palm Desert, LCA, when
she presented a history of her
community, "Marrakesh," which she
had been commissioned to write.
Barbara participated in a 5K road race,
along with four generations of her
family...Bill Skulley has moved to
Marlborough to be with his son's family.
He is a proud grandfather of seven, and
volunteers at a local hospital. Janice
Brennan Sprogell spent a week at her
daughter Kathy's house in Kilfenara,
County Clare, Ireland, last fal1...Patricia
Dahill DuBois, owner of Pat DuBois
Realty, also owns the Sippican Real
Estate School and is busy teaclllng pre-







Mrs. Loretta Kennedy Dexter
15 Buckwood Drive
South Yannouth, MA 02664-1805
BSC classmates who get together every
sprmg and fall mclude, seated: Claire
Godbout Burtchell '42, June Walsh
Fitzpatrick '42, Ethel Melin Anderson '42;
standing: Charlotte James Prochnow '42,
and Grace Bard Arnstein '43.
1943
After teaching in Wareham's Onset
School with Ethel Hammond, Priscilla
Gould Morton moved to Duxbury
where she taught for many years.
1944
Phyllis Powell MacMillan is still active
in two community orchestras and two
quartets. Her daughter has a second
children's book coming out this spring,
and a third one has been
accepted...Edith Rowell Tardiff is
enjoying her two grandchildren.
1945
Mary Sullivan O'Reilly announces
grandchild #6, a boy named Liam.
1946
Mrs. Phyllis Claymo.n Friedman
30 Washington Street #713
Brookline, MA 02146-1423
Elizabeth Hamlett Denniston and
husband, Don, attended the 50th Class
Reunion with Elizabeth's roommate
Madelyn Guzzi Lombardo and her
husband, Joe, and send their
compliments to all who made the
occasion such a pleasure....Vera
Himmelfarb Joslow-Bearg was invited
by the Chinese government to join a
delegation of 27 marriage and family
therapists to China in March 1997 to
meet professional counterparts in .
Beijing, Nanjing, Suzhou, and S~anghal.
Vera and her husband are studymg
Japanese.
1949
Mrs. Jacqueline Killen Weyand
34-10 94th Street, Apt. 1 C










Mrs. Helen O'Connor Keegan
53 Sadys Lane








North Easton, MA 02356-1801
Patricia Phillips
21 Thurston Point Road
Gloucester, MA 01930
Ed Keller retired after 19 years as
Deputy Executive Director of the
National Association of Elementary
Class Notes
Chris Koumo.ntzells and Gary Koltookian,
from the Class of 1954.
School Principals. He and his wife
JoAnne reside in Bonita Springs, Horida,
and in Rowe, Massachusetts. He would
like to hear from classmates at
EDKELLER1@aol.com...Chris
Koumantzells and Gary KoItookian
have maintained their close Bridgewater
ties to this day and have traveled
together with their families to many
places throughout the wo~ld.After .
teaching in Plymouth until 1959, ChriS
taught in Tewksbury until his retirement
in 1994. One of Chris's major
achievements was chairing the
committee to raise $50,000 for the Anne
Sullivan-Helen Keller Memorial on
route 38 in the center of Tewksbury...Joe
Pauley's daughter, Cec~lia,was one of.
six students invited to Sit on the stage ill
the White House when President
Clinton Signed the extension of the .
individuals with Disabilities Education
Act...Hazel Luke Varella retired in 1997
from public school education after 40
years, 38 of which were in Easton.
Honored at Stonehill College by the
Easton Lions Club for her outstanding
service to her community and by the
teachers of the Social Studies
Department at a public reception at
"Borderland," an historic Massachusetts









Hal Cornforth was inducted into the
New Bedford High School Gridiron Hall
of Fame...Kathleen Crowley Kroll
earned her real estate license in July 1996
and has started a late life new career
selling new homes in an adult golf
community in Ocala, Horida. She. loves








Margaret (Peggy) Malone DiPersio is
enjoying retirement. She spent two
weeks in England last summer, but goes
back to Swansea often to visit her
mother. She would love to hear from





Roberta Barss is still teaching physical
education...Robert and Theresa Botelho
Dickie '58 of Plymouth are enjoying
their retirement. They now have more
time to spend with family me~ber:s. Bob





East Weymouth, MA 02189
1959
Dr. Peter Coville of Mattapoisett retired
as principal of Wareham's Minot Forest
SchooI...Edward Cabral is retiring from
his teaching career after forty years.
1960
Darrell Lund





Bridgewater, MA 02324-2413. . .
Anne Striand Fairbanks will be retinng
in June from her job as a children and
families counselor in Orlando, Horida.
Anne recently welcomed two new
grandchildren into her family, making a
total of four grandchildren.
1961
John Morgan, Jr. is enjoying retirement
and visiting his children and
grandchildren in Massachusetts,
Oregon, California, and New Mexico.
He and his wife recently celebrated their
56th wedding anniversary!. ..Kathleen
Curtin Morella is enjoying teaching first
grade in Woburn.
1962
George Shediack retired in 1990 after a











Maurice Splaine is retiring in October
after a 28-year career....Donald Josselyn
taught agriculture, civics, science, and
started cross country at Falmouth High
School. He owned and operated a
nationwide insurance office for 15 years
In Ithaca, served as Vice President of
Kiwanis, and won numerous trips with
Insurance and awards for newswriting
with photos as 4-H agenLRena Anti
Almeida is still working at the Sheraton
lIm-Plymouth, Plymouth North High
School summer program, and teaching
ESL to ~mates at the Plymouth County
Correctional Facility....Gail Appiani
Lamb ~eceivedh~rdo~torate in higher
education adrmrustratlOn from Illinois
State University in December 1997 and
continues in her position as Director of
Student Affairs and Public Relations at
Mennonite College of Nursing in
Bloomington, where she lives with
husband Dr. Douglas H. Lamb...Priscilla
Walsh Sanguedolce and her husband
became grandparents again. Priscilla is
on the School Council at Methuen High
where they are interviewing for a new
principal.
1965
Judith Clay-Lichenstein retired from
teaching and now has a career as an
Class Notes
author. She recently wrote Travel Guide to







Athletics Paul Urban was featured in
the Taunton Gazette for his positive
influence in sports, making the B-R
athletic program one of the most





Meredith Jones Perkins and husband
Stephen, are enjoying their move to th~
wilderness of Maine. She says it is great
being back in New England after 18
years in Pennsylvania. She would love






Joyce McMee Pribusauskas was
f~ature~ in a local paper for "Giving the
gift of literacy." Joyce is coordinator of
the Taunton Literacy Corps and has
been on the board of the Raynham
Association of Volunteers for Education
for 10 years...Virginia Alden Logan
retired in November 1997 as a lieutenant
colonel in the Pennsylvania Air National
Guard after more than 28 years service
in the Air Force, Air Force Reserve, and
Air National Guard. She plans to keep





Joan Kelly has worked in Eugene,
Oregon, since 1974 as an Adapted
Physical Education Specialist. She is still
whitewater kayaking and skiing and has
purchased golf clubs in preparation for
retirement in six years.
1971
Mr. Gerald Swift
3 Great Hills Drive
East Sandwich, MA 02537-1546
Ann Brassard Koczera
119 Jarry Street
New Bedford, MA 02745-2518
Ann Regis Marshall of Lakeville has
been awarded the professional
insurance designation of Chartered
Property Casualty Underwriter by the






Kathy Delaney-Smith has been
coaching the women's basketball team
at Harvard for sixteen years...Cynthia
Saad Thayer has written many short
stori~s for magazines and recently had
her first novel published, Strong for
Potatoes. She and her husband Bill own
and operate Darthia Farm, a small
organic farm...Karen Harriman Nunan
was ~ppointedas computer training
speCIalist at Walters State's Institute for
Business and mdustry in Tennessee...
Carol White Michael married Russell
Thibault in 1987 and has twin boys,
Russell and Ryan. She is teaching




2308 West Cullivan Street
Inglewood, CA 90301
Jane Rankin Johansen has been
teaching at Billerica Memorial High
School. Married for 24 years, she has one
daughter and one on the way. ..Bruce
Gaines and family came home to
Newport for Chrishnas. He has started
an internet business as a seafood broker.
Alumni and friends can fax him at (213)
756-7760...Lance Kisby, D.M.D., had a
two part series on the March 1888
Blizzard published in his local
paper...Ann Courtney was elected as
President of the Maine State Bar
Association for 1998...Robin Cotter
Sacco of Beverly would like to hear from
Jan Deschenes Theberge, Janet Ostrom
Freytag, Mary Nicolett Guggliata, Mary
Murphy Fitzgerald, and Mary







Matthew Delaney was honored by
President Bill Clinton at a ceremony at
the White House. He was one of the first
teachers in the nation to earn National
Board certification in the area of early
adolescence through young adulthood...
Robert Watkins was named to the
Dartmouth High School Athletic Hall of
Fame for his football career...Barry
Parenteau was recognized in the
Worcester Crusader for his 22 years as the
swimming coach at H?ly C:oss..:
Veronica Galanek Wamwnght IS
working as a real estate par~leg~l and






Everett Bennett is the new tier principal
at Inter-Lakes Middle School in
Meredith, New Hampshire...Janice
Fitzgerald Tkaczyk has been selected
affiliate counselor of the year by the
Massachusetts Vocational Guidance
Directors Association. She has been the
guidance supervisor at Cape Cod








Swans Island, ME 04685
Bentley College's Barbara Stevens has
been selected as the Northeast-lO
Conference Women's Basketball Coach
of the Year...Debra Coose Page is
teaching seventh grade mathematics at
Milford Middle School in Milford, New
Hampshire. She and husband, Richard,





Dale Parker Ferris has been elected as
clerk of the Bristol Community College
Class Notes
Foundation Board of Directors. Susan
Leone Ambrozavitch, of the Smith
School in Salem, was featured in the
Salem Evening News for her success as
principaLJudy Murray Smith i~ t~e
owner of the Green Thumb Flonst m
North Easton. Married with two
teenagers, she still finds time to te~c~ art
lessons while pursuing her master s m





U.S. Navy Cmdr. Garry Mace has taken
command of Strike Fighter Squadron 27,
known as the "Royal Maces," based at
the U.s. Naval Air Facility in Atsugi,
Japan...Kate Dupre is president and
director of the Hypnotherapy Wellness
Institute in Middleboro. She holds a
master's degree in mental heal~h
nursing and a master's degree m
psychology and personality,. a~d is a
certified clinical Nurse SpeClahst...
Joseph Cutler was appointed Co-
ordinator of a 13-course, after-school
program by the Woonsocket, Rhode
Island, Education Department...
Congratulations to Carolyn MacFarland
Cribbie, who was promoted to Se~or
Consultant, Pension Defined Benefit and
Actuarial Services in New England
Retirement Services, a division of New
England FinanciaL.The Class of 1978
will host a "20 Years and Counting
Party" during Homecoming Weekend,
October 17, 1998, at the Taunton Po~sh
Club. All alumni from the surrounding
years are invit~d to t~~ part in the
celebration which will mclude a cash bar
and the music of the Baha Brothers.
Tickets are available for $10 per person
to the first 100 people to respond to Ray
O'Berg '78. Send your check, name,
address, and phone to: 126 Oak Street,
Taunton, MA 02780. Rooms have been
set aside at the Taunton Holiday Inn, call












Peachtree City, GA 30269 .
Betty Fish was featured in t~le Hmgham
Times as a Master Juggler Wlth her many
responsibilities and ac~on:plishmentsin
the Hingham school dlstrlct...Kenneth
Day was featured in Somerset's
Spectator, Spotlight on a Teacher.
Kenneth has been teaching for 26
years...Linda Lutz Wells of Brockton,
Massachusetts, was named Director of





Dennis Heenan, a special education
teacher for the Shore Collaborative
School System, has been named an
assistant indoor track coach for
Lynnfield High School's winter sports
program...Bill Govostes fowld~dHealth
Watch, Inc. in 1987, and has deSIgned
specialized programs to ~ell? motivate
people to achieve healthier life styles.
1982
Christine Pergola-Gallagher is liVing in
Plymouth and working at ~eth Israel.
Deaconess Medical Center m Boston m
the Department of Research Finance.
She has two daughters and woul~ love
to hear from C. J. Wicker...Jack NIcolas






Pamela Smith is the new sports and
recreation director of Northern Essex
CommWlity College. She will run the
Division of College Life and Healthy
Living. She has also worked for the
Massachusetts Special Olympics...Nancy
Silva a second grade teacher at theIndia~ Brook Elementary School in
Plymouth, is one of four ~~ssachu~etts
teachers to receive a prestiglOus national
teaching award presented by President
Clinton for exemplary skill,
perfonnance, and leadership.. .}ane
Smith Callahan is operating a human
resource and management consulting
firm out of Bridgewater, where she lives
with her husband and four daughters.
1984
Peter George





Kevin Cobban is the coach of Plymouth
North's football team...Diane
Mandeville-McNamara is employed by
the Falmouth Public Schools as a
Motivated and Talented Inclusion
Teacher at the Morse Pond School, a
grade 5/6 school of 850 students. Diane
lives with her husband Tim McNamara
in Marstons Mills...Michael Shea has
taught English and coached soccer and
baseball since 1984 at Thayer Academy.
He has received a Thayer Academy
Trustees Grant to study at Oxford
University and has been nominated to
be in Who's Who Among America's
Teachers for 1998...Christopher Worth is
living on Long Island with wife Melissa.
He has three children, Justin, Alexander,
and Spencer. His career has changed
from the slow pace of Nantucket to the






Stuart Gardner is a reservist at Westover
Air Force Base in Chicopee,
Massachusetts. You can find his web
page at www.geocities.com/
RainForest/7790...Rev. Elizabeth Tarbox
was installed as minister of the Cohasset
Unitarian-Universalist Church. Doreen
Cahill recently moved into her own
home in Eastham, which she
constructed herself with help from
family and friends. She is working as a
Real Estate Investor. She enjoys reading
the class notes and wishes more '85
graduates would participate...Margaret
Dillon Parmelee is the new Director of
Moveable Feast Inc., the SSTAR-
sponsored social and meals service
program for those living with HIV1
AIDS...Patricia Mullins Rapoza and
family are liVing in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Class Notes
1986
Officer John Bell of the Westport Police
Department was promoted to the rank
of sergeant...Recreation Director David
Mountain of Danvers was featured in
the Danvers Herald for continuing to
develop new programs to meet the
changing needs of the community
without affecting the tax rate.
1987
Kevin Kindregan
1459 VFW Parkway #B-12
West Roxbury, MA 02132
Paul Hayden directed a dramatic
reading of Charles Dickens' A Christmas
Carol at the Black and White Theatre in
Middleboro...Deborah Cowden Feehley
works in Human Resources at Opus
Communications, publishers of
Information Resources for the Health
Care Industry. Deb says "Hi ya" to
Tiago Anes, '87...Richard Dubee Jr. is
the 1998 Florida Marlins pitching coach.
He had been the minor league pitching









Bruce DeViller has relocated to
Maitland, Florida, where is was
transferred from Lucent Technologies,
and is working as a Performance
Technology SpecialisLJohn Gallagher
writes "new job (kindergarten teacher),
new house, new friends, new kids
(Wesley; Shane, Marissa), same wife
(Cheryle)" ...Keith Bourdon has been
appointed probation officer at the
Taunton Division of the District Court
DepartmenLPatricia Grieco
Springthorpe and husband, Steven, are





East Taunton, MA 02718
Heidi Sturgis-Cerullo is working as a
Civil CAD Designer at Dunn-McKenzie
Engineering in Norfolk and resides with
husband Stephen and son Luke in
Wrentham...Gerald LaBelle has been
appointed administrator of the Cape
Heritage Rehabilitation and Nursing
Center of Sandwich...Steven Ditria was










Jane Taris Cafferty says congratulations
to Lisa Orlandello Stokes on the birth
of Marc, Jr. and to Beth deLalla Foley on
baby, Meaghan. To Donna Preskenis,
congrats on the new condo!...Anna
Conte was promoted to branch manager
of the Dedham Institution for Savings,
East Dedham Office...Dianna Fiske
Charest and Navy husband are
stationed in San Diego and would love
to hear from old classmates and old
friends at 29411/2 Clairemont Dr., San
Diego, CA 92117... Kate Kelley Naples
is liVing in East Sandwich and working
at UPS Yarmouth in the morning hours
and teaching aerobics for the Cape Cod
YMCA and Mid Cape Racquet Club. She
would like to hear from fellow
classmates and other cross country
runners. How are you Cheryl Corbett
Marcous '88? ..Irene Sinteff and
husband Dr. Craig Cowles have
returned from the Russian Far East,
where they were business education
volunteers with the Peace Corps. They
were stationed in Khaboroosk but
logged thousands of miles on Russian
trains and planes presenting business
seminar to Russian business people,
faculty, and students. She also used her
counseling background to present much






60 Linden Street, Apt 1
Salem, MA 01970
Charlene Brezinski is executive director
of St. Francis' Samaritan House in
Taunton...Mary Callahan's trip to Italy
with the South Shore Arts Center
inspired her "Wine Country" watercolor,
with which she won the silver medal
and a cash award at the Allied Artists of
America 84th Annual National
Exhibition in New York City...Melinda
Learning, an elementary teacher at
Esten Elementary School in Rockland,
was named a finalist for the state's
teacher of the year honor...Kathy
Counter Benison earned her master's
degree in geology from State University
of New York and Binghamton and then
a PhD. in geology from the University
of Kansas. She is an Assistant Professor
of Geology at Central Michigan
University and lives in Mt. Pleasant,
Michigan. She says hello to BSC's Earth
Science and Geography Department,
especially Drs. Boutilier, Enright, and
Sulanowski. She says they prepared her
welLChristopher Joyce has completed
the second year of his PhD. program at
the University of Virginia. He would
love to have his old roommates from
Apartments 10D and 2C and the soccer
team from 1987-91 and other old friends
contact him via e-mail at
cjj9g@virginia.edu...Marie Hunter
graduated in 1995 from American
University with a master's degree in
special education learning disabilities
and is working for an elementary school
in Maryland, special education class,
first through third graders...Kerry
Barnes Bernier is a special education
teacher at Greater Lawrence Technical
High School in Andover and is residing
in Chelmsford..Navy Ensign Pamela
Morin completed the Officer
Indoctrination Course...Rachel
Bremilst-Ellis took second place in the
art contest at the 24th Annual Beatlefest,
held in March in the New York metro
area. She met Paul McCartney last
October at his HMV Record Store
signing - after a 28-hour wait in line!
She would like to get in touch with





Tracy Bazegian earned a master of arts
in speech and language pathology at
U-Mass, Amherst...James Raso, a
member of the Lawrence Police Depart-
ment, has passed the Massachusetts Bar
Exam. Congratulations Attorney
JimL..Richard Weinhold was appointed
teacher at the Murdock Middle High
School and coach of the Murdock Blue
Class Notes
Devils football team...Stephanie
Kozowyk says hello to all her BSC
friends. After residing in Hawaii, she
moved to California, where she is a
personal trainer for the lead singer in
"The Offspring." She would like to hear
from friends -1112 Lake St., Huntington
Beach, CA 92648...Stephen Culp works
for Braintree-based Nellie Mae as a
graphic designer in the communications
division. Eric Caldwell is the Fitness
Director of Bay State Athletic Club in
Scituate. Linette Villegas Rao lives in
Orlando, Florida, where she works as an
Investment Manager...Christopher
Messina was promoted to Customer
Service Manager for Air Canada at
Logan International Airport in
Boston...Mimi Robicheau McCaffrey
and husband are returning to Quincy.
Their motoryacht "Moondance" will be
docked at Marina Bay in Quincy and
chartered for the second season...Mary
Carlson of East Bridgewater received
her master's degree in counseling from
U-Mass Boston in 1995. She is a licensed
mental health counselor and opened her





Robin Steele, a grade four teacher in the
Halifax schools, was honored at the
annual Althea Lindsey Teacher of the
Year Awards ceremony held in
Brockton...Air National Guard Staff Sgt.
Michael McCarron has graduated from
the Air Force Flight Screening Program
at Hondo Municipal Airport, Hondo,
Texas, and is assigned to the 3rd Flying
Training Squadron at Randolph Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas...Eric
Wells has been promoted to manager of
Care Way Medical Supply in Brockton, a
retail division of Advanced Home
Healthcare...Lauren Sanguedolce
Garozzo accepted a new position as fifth
grade teacher in HaverhilL.Susan
Gattozzi is working on a master's
degree in counseling at New York
University...Katy Gallagher received her
master's degree in mass communication
from Emerson College and is working in
Cambridge at the Massachusetts
Corporation for Educational Telecom-
munications as a staff assistant... Paula
Vespaziani, a professional artist, had her
paintings on display at the Ventress
Library in Marshfield...Kathryn DeVries
Carman has been teaching fourth grade
Mark Mohan '93 attended the March BSC
alumni reception at the U.S. Capitol in
Washington, D.C., with friend Gina Capra.
in an"inner city Tampa elementary
school. She is the 1997-1998 Teacher of
the Year at her school. She would love to
hear from Earl Smith...Air Force Reserve
2nd Lt. Joseph Freitas received silver
pilot's wings after graduating from
specialized undergraduate pilot training
at Laughlin Air Force Base, Del Rio,
Texas...Jennifer Hoffman Manning
graduated from Simmons College in
1995 with a master's degree in teaching




30 Pond Street #3
Braintree, MA 02184
Deirdre Greene-Beaupre was
appointed teacher at Project EARLY at
the L. G. Nourse SchooLAmy Rizzo
was appOinted as grade 3 teacher at the
L. G. Nourse School. Jennifer Carlino of
Milford has completed two years of
service in Guinea-Bissau, a country on
the west coast of Africa, with the Peace
Corps. She trained the village in
agroforestry and reforestation practices
and improved gardening techniques
and fruit tree propagation. Jennifer
works as a conservation assistant with
the Billerica Conservation Commission...
Jim Joly has joined SpectaGuard Inc.,
Waltham, as vice president of sales and
marketing for the New England
region.. .Jane Lopes, editor of the
Middleboro Gazette and former reporter
for the Taunton Daily Gazette, has been
named the first Woman of the Year by
the Middleboro Kiwanis Club for her
active involvement of the community...
Marc Skinner was promoted to captain
in the U.S. Air Force, where he is
stationed in Belgium...Stephen Korona
of Bellingham would like to hear from
John Marquis...In addition to her public
school teaching, Karen Sheehan is also a
Patriots cheerleader... Marie Arena
Grinnell is a pre-kindergarten teacher at
the Children's Garden in Weston. She
would like to know how Katie
Constance, '93, is doing...Lauren Reese
graduated from the Maine Criminal
Justice Academy in Waterville, Maine, as
a new state trooper...Tania Benedetto is





Carol Morse is the women's basketball
Nota Bene
coach for Archbishop Williams...Brett
Hurteau is working as an exercise








No. Dartmouth, MA 02747
Daniel Flaherty was appointed as
student police officer for the town of
Wareham...Bill Hamilton was
appointed as a police officer for the
Walpole Police Department...Kathy
Marriages
Nestor is a special education teacher for
the Lynn Public Schools and acting in
Joey and Maria's Comedy Wedding. She
will be teaching a reading program
through North Shore Community
College during the summer.
1997
Roger Limoges
5 West Glebe Road #B7
Alexandria, VA 22305
As a Peace Corps volunteer, Eric
Langevin will be serving two years in
Senegal, Africa...Roger Limoges is the
research analyst for Georgia Secretary of
State Lewis Massey's candidacy for
Governor. He plans to return to
graduate school next spring.
Angela Mucciarone '72 to Ken Johnson on January 24,1998
Jonathan Klotzbach '74 to Danielle Yankovich on March 7,1998
James McGuire '75 to Leslie Wordell on February 14, 1998
Stephen Cabucio '79 to Julie Lariviere on February 14, 1998
Richard Reynolds '83 to Lori St. Hilaire on September 27, 1997
Elizabeth Lawrence '85 to Judson Smith on July 26,1997
Leonard Mihalovich Jr. '85 to Cheryl Silvestro on July 12, 1997
Mary Holmes '86 to David Spalding
Donna Quinn '87 to Alonso Rivera
Nancy Callow '87 to Glenn Gaudette
Geoffrey Lelliott '89 to Kimberly Ward on May 7, 1997
Michelle Wunschel '89 to Craig Manchester Jr. on November 1, 1997
Robert Katilus '89 to Michelle Landers on June 21, 1997
Susan McCurry '89 to Robert Wilkinson on August 1, 1997
Joseph Mucci '89 to Beth Miner on August 9,1997
Lisa Cruz '90 to Michael Kincade
Craig Hall '90 to Julie Lockhart on August 9,1997
Debra Whipple '91 to Sean Malcolm on October 19,1997
Michael Stead '91 to Nicole Dupre
Christen Bortolussi '91 to Russell Minkwitz III on June 22, 1997
Dianna Dooley '91 to David Dahlquist on August 31, 1997
Kerry Bames '91 to Jeffrey Bernier on November 22,1997
Mario Pacini '92 to Barbara Carroll
Kara Toland '92 to Scott Wishart
Linette Villegas '92 to Richard Rao '89 on March 14, 1998
Jennifer Murphy '92 to Kevin Almond
Beth Vadala '92 to Salvatore Zerilli '93 on July 5,1997
Angela Lockwood '92 to Michael Ross '92 & '94
Dee-Ann Bettgenhauser '92 to David Cayer
Patti Herald '92 to Jeffrey Hekking
Jennifer Reppucci '93 to Donald Simpson on June 14, 1997
Andrea Buchman '93 to Alexander Davis
Richard Paling '93 to Elizabeth O'Brien
Jennifer Cataldo '93 to Richard Peters on August 23,1997
Jennifer Hoffman '93 to Mark Manning on September 27,1997
Jack Patterson '93 to Christine Staub
Daniel Gillet '93 to Stacey St. Pierre
Mary DeFrias '93 to Anthony Buaiz on December 26,1997
Carolyn Berry '93 to Charles McCabe, Jr.
Stephen Korona '94 to Denise Laferriere in 1997
Jay Osler II '94 to Danielle Frechette
CarolAnn Pellerin '94 to Eric Wescott
Christina Loveridge '94 to Turner Fawkes
Kristina Kurth '94 to Brian Pease on October 19, 1997
Paul Yanakakis '94 to Lindsey Ralph
Brian Cherella '94 to Jill Grogan '95 on September 13, 1997
Wendy Schmidt '94 to Anthony Colesano
Holly Dottridge '94 to Don Barclay
Joyce Mullen '94 to John Perry on New Year's Eve
Kevin McAdams '94 to Beth Johnson
Marie Arena '94 to Gary Grinnell on May 25,1997
Cheryl Murphy '94 to Michael Sciaraffa on October 4,1997
Amy Bird '94 to Michael Collins
Timothy Tetrault '94 to Karyn Souza on October 4, 1997
Sarah Crowley '94 to Douglas LaFond on September 26, 1997
Kristen Liljegren '94 to Vernon Miller on July 19, 1997
Alisa LoConte '94 to Gregory Owen on June 18, 1997
Kevin Dunphy '94 to Marcia Carufel
Elaine Crowley '94 to Stephen Carroll
Earl Nickerson '94 to Melissa Gilbert on September 6,1997
Jeremy Babin '95 to Caitlin O'Brien
Kenneth Wilson III '95 to Kimberly Whitten
Cheryl Gilbert '95 to Scott Gillis
Charles Altobello '95 to Kimberley Gurnett on September 27, 1997
Kelly Richards '95 to Jon Kunkle '94 on May 24,1997
Paula Machado '95 to Laine Raposa
Crystal Shaw '95 to Kevin Paluzzi on December 31,1997
Tony Popillo '95 to Amy Macomber
Kristin Dorsey '96 to Scott Santangelo on October 10, 1997
Kevin Cinelli '96 to Karen Argenzio on August 2, 1997
James Mitchell '96 to Jeannette Landon on October 11, 1997
Rachel Rezendes '96 to Steven Nogueira on September 27, 1997
Renee St. Pierre, '96 to Brian Porcelli on November 15, 1997
Sean White '96 to Jennifer Kent on October 11,1997
Lynn Frias '96 to Paul Arruda on June 28, 1997
Sara Lesley Colaneri '96 to Mark Bonneau '96 on June 21, 1997




To Cheryl St. Germain St. Marie '81, a son, Shawn Michael,
on August 22,1997.
To Jack '82 and Kristin Johnson Nicolas '88, a daughter,
Kelly Ann, on in October 1995.
To Scott Levison '85, a daughter, Nexxir.
To Patricia Rapoza, '85, a son James Robert Rapoza, on
September 26,1997.
To John '86 and Joan Garrity Pozerski '88, a daughter,
Lauren, on June 20,1997.
To Deborah Cowden Feehley '87, a son, on New Years Day,
1998.
To John '96 and Judy Bulger Sferrazza '88, a daughter,
Jordan Nicole, on December 2,1997.
To Darryl '89 and Lynn Perron Aviza '89 a daughter, Paige
Elizabeth, in December.
To Christopher Daly '89, a son, Matthew Christopher on
December 30,1997.
To Lisa Cruz Kincade '90, a daughter Katrina.
To Lisa Orlandello Stokes '90, a son, Marc, Jr.
To Beth deLalla Foley '90, a daughter, Meaghan.
To Kate Kelley Naples '90, a daughter, Fiona Kathleen, in
January.
To Michael '91 and Kelly Chase Cox '91, a daughter,
Kaitlyn Elizabeth on December 15, 1997.
To Christopher Messina '92, a son, Maxwell Louis.
I
Catherine Griffin Boucher '18 on March 6,1998
Lena Ardagh McNamara '19 on May 3,1997
Mildred L. Powers '19 on December 2,1997
Lillian Duboise Curley '20
Gertrude Fay Butler '24 on November 27, 1997
Evelyn Smith Niemi '26 on February 14, 1998
J. Adele McLean '27 on November 21,1997
Josephine Lannin Winter '27 on January 13, 1998
Elizabeth "Libby" Greenleaf '28 on February 21,1998
Ernestine Patenaude Blais '29 on February 9,1998
Sally Lejman Brophy '29 on January 25,1998
Julia Milutis Martus Mack '29 on January 1, 1998
Mary A. Sundberg '29 on February 4,1998
Ruth Healy York '29 on February 20, 1998
Florence Washburn Lincoln '30 on February 13, 1998
Louise Webster-Cooley MacAvoy '30 on Decembe 3,1997
Dr. Marian R. Balboni '31 in March, 1998
Brenda Hart Dinneen '31 on January 21, 1998
Ruth Lees Howe '31 on January 22,1998
Roland Hall '33 on February 3,1998
Jessie Macfee Cummings '34 on August 30, 1997
Muriel Gremlitz '34 on February 3,1998
Minot MacDonald '34 on January 18, 1998
Emily Shaffner Pike '34 on February 10, 1998
M. Dorothy Savage Clifford '36 in March 1998
Eunice Warner Kiernan '36 on February 7, 1998
Albert Perrier '37 on November 27,1997
Beatrice Trulson MacNeill '39 on February 26,1998
John "Red" Reilly '39 on December 24,1997
Edmund·Senesac '39 on December 9,1997
John Tobin '40 on March 14, 1998
Ursula Bartley Kelley '42 on March 8,1998
Katharine Tiernan Gilbride '42 on February 23,1998
Deaths
Mary Olenick Adams '45 on December 10,1997
Martha Vickery Besse'45 on January 14, 1998
Barbara Muther Lacy '46 on November 5,1997
William Sides '49 on February 17, 1998
Edward Stewart 'SIan February 24, 1998
Samuel Gomez, Ph.D. '52 on January 15, 1998
Barbara Gray Taylor '52 on December 15, 1997
Virginia Bartlett '55 on February 11, 1998
Ezra Smith III '55 on February 1, 1998
Roy Harbour '57 on February 9, 1998
Edith Kern Hutchinson, '57 on January 11, 1998
Paul Callis, '58 on December 11,1997
Patricia Gutauskas, '60 on November 23,1997
Margaret Goggin, '61 on March 3, 1998
Michael Sullivan Jr., '61 on December 23,1997
Earle Halma, '62 on February 21,1998
Paula-Anne Bumpus Farnham, '62 on December 29,1997
William Gleason, '63 on February 13, 1998
Joseph Peters, '64 on October 9,1997
Rev. William Babbitt, '65 on February 25,1998
Armand Gendreau, '67 on February 3,1998
Richard Vintro, '68 on February 22,1998
Leo Goguen, '70 on January 8,1998
Joyce Narsasian Kalpakgian, '71 on January 12, 1998
Barrie Mulkern, '74 on March 6,1998
Donald Leal, '79 on February 9,1998
Shirley Sylva, '80 on December 29,1997
Susan Walkowski Kyriakides, '81 on November 30,1997
Leslie Garabrant Kaye, '82 on January 19, 1998
Barbara Gaffney Devine, '85 on November 20,1997
Clyde Craig, '90 on December 7,1997
Elaine Gagnon-Favela, '91 on February 6, 1998
THE BRIDGEWATER COLLECTION
DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY. SIZE/COLOR COST
Bridgewater Arm Chair
Laser Eng-raved with BSC Seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $250.00
Bridgewater Rocker
Laser Eng-raved with BSC Seal; Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $275.00
Bridgewater Arm Chair
Black with Cherry Arms & Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $250.00
Bridgewater Boston-Style Rocker
Black with Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $275.00
Bridgewater Thumb Back Side Chair
Black with Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $150.00
(Optional Chair Personalization)
Available for any Inscription up to Two Lines $ 20.00
College Mirror
Hand-painted Scene of Boyden Hall on a 15" x 26" Mirror in Silver Toned Frame $165.00
Bridgewater Desk Clock
Pen & Ink Scene of Boyden Stall; Hand-Finished Wood Frame in Mahogany or
Dark Green Tone - 7" x 8" x 2" Quartz movement, batteries included. $115.00
Pen & Ink Mirror & Desk Box
Hand-Finished Poplar Wood Box features a Reproduction Pen & Ink Print of BSC $110.00
Crewneck Sweatshirt
90% Cotton/l0% Acrylic, Athletic Cut, Gray with Red BAA Log-o - Size L or XL $ 28.00
Bndgewater Polo Shirt
100% Cotton, White with Red Embroidered BAA Log-o - Size L or XL $ 25.00
Bndgewater State College Woven Coverlet
Red & Natural White 100% Cotton Custom-Woven Coverlet; Features 10 College Buildings $ 49.95
Bridgewater Portable Umbrella
Red & White Nylon Panels with BAA Log-o $ 15.00
Hyannis-Bridgewater 60th Anniversary Golf Shirt
White shirt with Red log-o - Sizes M, L and XL $ 18.00
Hyannis-Bridgewater 60th Anniversary Long Sleeve T-Shirt
White shirt with Red log-o - Sizes M and L $ 15.00
Hyannis-Bridgewater 60th Anniversary Mug
White Porcelain mug with Red Hyannis-Bridgewater logo $ 4.50
Hyannis-Bridgewater 60th Anniversary Video
Historical Video of the evening celebration $ 20.00
Bridg-ewater Travel Mug- - Insulated - Hot/Cold; White with Red BSC Seal; 22 oz. $ 5.00
Bridgewater Mug - White Porcelain with Red BSC Seal $ 4.50
Bridg-ewater Alumni Association Baseball Caps - White Cap with Red Lettering- $ 10.00
Bridgewater Alumni License Plate Holder - Chrome with Red Lettering $ 10.00
Bridgewater Alumni Association Computer Bag - Quality bag with compartments
to hold lap-top and more! - Maroon with White imprint of BAA logo $ 32.00
SUB-TOTAL
Tax - Massachusetts residents add 5% Sales Tax - No Tax on Clothing-




Payment & Shipping: Check or Money Order Enclosed (Make check payable to Bridgewater Alumni Association)
MCO VISAO AMEXO Card# Exp. Date:__Signature: _
ame: _
Address: Daytime Phone: _
City: State: Zip Code: _
BRIDGEWATER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION - P.O. BOX 13 - BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324
PHONE: 508-697-1287 FAX: 508-697-1722
..
The Bridgewater Collection
Bridgewater State College Woven Coverlet is red and natural white
and features 10 College Buildings. 100% cotton, custom-woven. $49.95
This adjustable white baseball cap with
BAA logo costs $10.00
These are a sampling of the official Bridgewater clothing, furniture, and other gift items that you can purcl1ase through Bridgewater magazine.
A form with a complete list of all items available and prices
for each is inserted in this issue. If you have a question,
call us at 508-697-1287. We appreciate your patronage!
This Bridgewater portable
umbrella is only $15.00
A Bridgewater polo shirt can be yours
for $25.00 (sizes L or XL)
This Bridgewater mirror, featuring a




Chrome BSC Alumni license plate holder is $10.00 A handsome Bridgewater
arm chair, black with college
seal in gold, is $250
Carry your laptop computer and more in
one of our cases for $32.00
L-R: Dr. Herman James, president of Rowan University; Mr.
Eugene Durgin, chairman, BSC Board of Trustees; Mr. Joseph
Quinn, Distinguished Service Award recipient; Dr. Adrian
Tinsley; Governor Paul Cellucci; Mr. Louis Ricciardi, '81,
chairman of the BSC Foundation and secretary of the BSC
Board of Trustees; Mr. John Hoy, president of the New




Graduates Advised to Invest in Their
Communities As BSC Announces
its ~econd S1 Million Gift
The theme that reverberated throughout the college's 157th
spring commencement was the importance of investing.
President Adrian Tmsley began the festivities with exciting
news for the college that gave soon-to-be graduates a glimpse of
how they can help others in the future.
President Tmsley reported that Ms. Terry Hart Cogan, Class of
1951 alumna, is donating $1 million to BSC. This is the second $1
million gift Ms. Cogan has made to the college. The first gift, in
1990, was the first million dollar gift the college had ever received.
Under sunny skies, President Tmsley expressed her best wishes
to the 726 undergraduates and 137 graduate students who received
their degrees and their families. "I wish you the ability to use your
new degrees for your own benefit and for the benefit of others," said
President Tmsley. "I wish you long and prosperous lives and I hope
that there will always be a place in your hearts for Bridgewater".
Gov. A. Paul Cellucci, in his commencement remarks, high-
lighted significant contributions that educators and education make
to our communities. Gov. Cellucci was awarded an honorary degree
in public service for his 30 years of distinguished service which
includes four terms as a state representative, three terms as a state
senator, two terms as lieutenant governor and his present position.
His advice to the Class of 1998: "Make sure whatever path you
choose in life allows you to work hard at something you truly love.
Give a piece of yourself to others and never forget the community
from which you carne and give back to it."
John C. Hoy of Duxbury, president of the New England Board
of Higher Education received an honorary degree in humane letters
and Dr. Herman James, president of Rowan University, was pre-
sented an honorary degree in education.
Joseph I. Quinn of Taunton received the Distinguished Service
Award for his contributions to the community which include
serving as president of the Taunton Development Corporation and
Morton Hospital Corporation.

